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ABSTRACT 

 

 Research literature were reviewed regarding the land-use economic theory of bid-

rent curves and the modern emergence of polycentric cities. Two independent 

Geographic Information System (GIS) analyses were completed to test the hypothesis 

that bid-rent methodology could be used to tease out trends in residential locations, and 

hence contribute to present-day urban planning efforts. Specifically, these analyses 

sought to address the relationships between place of work and place of residence in urban 

areas. A generalizable set of benchmarks for identifying urban employment centers were 

established for 10 study cities in the United States, and bid-rent curves were calculated 

under separate monocentric assumptions and polycentric assumptions. The results 

presented wide variations in real bid-rent curves that a) overall deviated dramatically 

from the hypothetical distribution of rent, and b) spoke to the unique residential patterns 

in individual U.S. cities. The implications of these variations were discussed with regard 

to equitable housing for marginalized groups and access to centers of employment.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 INTRODUCTION 

Overview  

Residential location has been a topic at the forefront of American urban 

development for many years. City agencies and private developers alike have worked to 

provide livable places for urban residents to purchase, use, and enjoy. Residents in turn 

have tried their luck seeking out the perfect place to call home that caters to their unique 

lifestyles. All the while, academics have sought to systematically describe the forces 

influencing where people decide to live by producing theories and building models to 

understand residential locational trends over time. A plethora of these theories and 

models have been generated as scholars apply new strategies and techniques to 

descriptive works in the field of land-use economics.  

For urban planners, understanding the broader implications of urban residential 

trends is imperative because these trends have far-reaching impacts. Residential location 

plays a role in shaping many other urban elements. Where people live plays a particularly 

important role with respect to economic development. The relationship between place of 

residence and place of work has become an important concept in planning, primarily 

because planners focused on urban economic development need to consider the wide 

range of precursors for economic growth (Tewdwr-Jones and Hall 2011). Yet urban 

housing has been a pervasive and hotly debated issue, especially when the conversation 

includes sensitive topics such as the allocation of affordable housing (Stone 2005). If 

planners hope to build communities that provide equitable opportunities for people of 

different socioeconomic backgrounds, then it is crucial to take into account the 
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relationship between place of residence and place of work. The field of land-use 

economics provides a context to discuss this relationship and critically explore further 

implications.  

One of the seminal works in land-use economics is William Alonso’s bid-rent 

theory, published in 1960. In his paper A Theory of the Urban Land Market (1960), 

Alonso hypothesized a bid-rent gradient to describe the relationships between land value, 

commercial location, and transportation. Under this theory, the effect of distance from an 

assumed central business district (CBD) on the value of land is illustrated by a negative 

curve reflecting the decrease in price with an increase in distance (Alonso 1960). 

Alonso’s bid-rent theory has served as a basis for an extensive pool of literature regarding 

land values in urban environments, as it presented an original, simplified model of land 

values that could be manipulated and adjusted for a wide variety of competing factors. 

  

Statement of Problem     

While Alonso’s work has continued to flourish as a staple of land-use economics, 

city structure and development has changed dramatically since the 1960’s. Remarkable 

changes in population, technology, transportation, and a number of other external factors 

have altered how cities grow and develop. Arguably, the most significant impact of these 

changes upon city structure has been the rise of suburban development, especially in the 

United States. The horizontal spread of urban limits has had a profound effect upon how 

planners and policymakers design, finance, and allocate resources for regions. The 

location of employment and the distribution of housing have in particular become widely 

explored topics (e.g. Kain 1968; Giuliano and Small 1991; Garreau 1991; Lang 2003; 
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Malpezzi 1998; and others). Transportation and sustainability issues have also emerged 

as subjects of intense debate within cities (e.g. Glaeser and Kahn 2003; Bertaud 2004; 

Nechyba and Walsh 2005 and others).  

 There is an opportunity to explore residential location in a new framework 

accounting for these changes. Cities have become less inclined to grow in a traditional, 

monocentric fashion – that is, being characterized by one CBD with surrounding areas of 

residence and agriculture. Instead, cities have become polycentric, characterized by more 

ambiguous distributions of employment scattered throughout the urban landscape (Berry 

1963; Bruegmann 2005). Cities have deliberately grown outwards, and as a consequence, 

have become characterized by a more sprawling form that is a far-cry from more 

traditional cities with a clearly delineated CBD. From this understanding alone, it can be 

reasonably inferred that there is a need to reevaluate Alonso’s theory as it relates to 

polycentricity. Alonso (1960) conceded that his original model corresponded directly to 

an area with a single-center, yet also acknowledged that extensions relative to polycentric 

areas could be made.  

 

Potential Outcomes 

Given the evolution of the modern-day metropolis, the purpose of this paper is to 

examine real-world bid-rent gradients and discuss the implications of these gradients for 

urban planners. The theoretical curve is well-understood and appreciated – but what is the 

actuality of rental distributions in relation to employment in U.S. cities? Primarily, this 

descriptive question is what the paper seeks to answer. Yet still, this research looks to 

uncover how polycentric urban form influences residential bid-rent gradients as 
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compared to theoretical bid-rent gradients predicated on monocentric urban form. Form 

in this sense relates to the physical layout of an urban area and is synonymous with 

patterns of land-use.  Monocentric form indicates cities containing one dominant CBD; 

polycentric form indicates a more scattered set of ‘business centers’ or ‘employment 

nodes’. What this paper aims to gain through this examination is a deeper understanding 

of bid-rent distributions, and the implications of the dynamic relationships between place 

of residence and place of work.  By focusing upon residential rental patterns, this paper 

aims to provide new insight into residential location and help establish best practices for 

socially equitable housing development. 

 

Organization 

The structure of this paper is as follows: first, the literature review will reveal the 

major tenets of Alonso’s bid-rent theory, explore the assumptions and limitations of the 

theory, and examine later extensions made by other authors. The literature review will 

also interpret the taxonomy of polycentric development – or more colloquially, ‘sprawl’ – 

in the United States, and the implications of the polycentric approach to traditional bid-

rent theory. Secondly, the paper will describe the methodology and data used to 

determine real bid-rent curves for a selection of U.S. cities. After a thorough discussion 

of the results from this experiment, implications of, limitations to, and future 

considerations of the experiment will be presented, followed by concluding remarks. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Chronology of Land-Use Economics Related to Rent 

 Before delving into a new analysis of the distribution of rents in monocentric and 

polycentric cities, it is imperative to fully understand and appreciate the theoretical 

foundations of bid-rent curves. Prior to Alonso, land-use economists were unsuccessful in 

developing a model for rental patterns that could provide a practical illustration of land 

values within an urban area. For example, Hurd (1903) demonstrated how the total 

wealth of a city could be fairly well-explained by the ground rent of land within the city, 

but failed to reveal the underlying causes to changes in ground rent. Alonso (1960) noted 

that previous attempts such as Hurd’s had been more descriptive than introspective. 

Despite the issues with early efforts to characterize urban rent, some underlying 

principles established by early thinkers set the foundation for the Alonso theory.   

The work of Von Thunen, for example, had a profound influence on Alonso’s 

bid-rent theory. In The Isolated State, Von Thunen made a dedicated effort to portray 

how agricultural uses change as a function of distance from an urban center. Von 

Thunen’s model of agricultural production was groundbreaking in that it presented a 

novel way to reconsider the West-Malthus-Ricardo theory of land rent distributions 

(Dickinson 1969). The crux of the classical West-Malthus-Ricardo approach to rent 

distribution was the law of diminishing returns, which basically states that at some point 

in a production process, increasing inputs for production will adversely impact outputs 

(Stigler 1952). Yet the classical approach ignored costs of transportation and used only 

one variable – soil fertility – as the determination price for goods; Von Thunen 
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introduced a situation with multiple products and variables, rightfully manipulating the 

preceding thought on land rent to account for multiple product variables that could 

contribute to both increasing and diminishing returns (Dickinson 1969). Most 

importantly, Von Thunen’s adjustments presented a new consideration of transportation 

costs, allowing for a rigorous analysis of the effect of these transportation costs on the 

distribution of agricultural uses. This paradigm shift heavily influenced later works in 

spatial economics, and especially built a framework that would be utilized by Alonso.  

Yet in order to effectively address these transportation costs, Von Thunen had to 

prescribe several important assumptions to his ‘isolated state’. The most central 

assumption to his theory was a flat, featureless plane with a single city (or market) at the 

center point of the plane (Dickinson 1969; O’Kelly and Brian 1996). Concentric rings 

illustrating the distances from this single city center were then drawn to reveal the 

increasing amount of physical distance of each agricultural area from a hypothetical 

center. Assuming the single marketplace allowed Von Thunen to assess how proximity to 

the central location impacted prices. O’Kelly and Brian (1996) have noted that under this 

system of analysis, a system of land rents relating directly to location and transportation 

costs could be inferred. At locations closest to the city center, rents would be higher 

because of a greater proximity to the city. In addition, the transport costs at these 

locations would be lower. Conversely, rents would decrease and transport costs would 

increase as a corollary of increasing distances from the CBD.  

Dickinson (1969) added that in Von Thunen’s model, there would be a 

consequential change in the use, or specialization, of land at each location due to the 

tradeoffs between rent and the associated transportation costs. Land farther from the 
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central city would be purchased and used more extensively for less intensive agricultural 

purposes. Land closer to or within the central city’s boundaries would be purposed for 

more intensive, specialized agricultural goods to overcome burdens associated with 

higher transportation costs. Peet (1970) elaborated upon this concept, arguing that some 

crops produced at a fixed intensity would necessitate production near the market to make 

up for exorbitant costs related to distance. On the other hand, at locations farther from the 

city center is where less intensive crops could flourish, as there was less competition for 

land. Sinclair (1967) illustrated this distinction by plotting two competing agricultural 

uses on the same plane. The resulting graph demonstrated how more intense agricultural 

uses would become less feasible with increasing distance from the central city.  

   

Figure 1: Comparison of competing agricultural uses in the same universe. Observe (left) 

point ‘z’ where land use ‘1’ loses its advantage at the point of equilibrium between 

distance from a market and rental costs. When plotted with concentric rings (right), the 

spatial dimensions of different uses can be observed in relation to the marketplace at 

point ‘O’. Source: Sinclair 1967 p. 73-74.  
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Alonso’s Bid-Rent Curve 

Von Thunen’s assumptions of a flat, featureless plane with a central city allowed 

for remarkable advancements in spatial economics, and also provided a pivotal 

framework for Alonso’s bid-rent theory. Alonso’s own assumptions were very similar; he 

assumed a central city existing on a flat, featureless plane, and a central business district 

(CBD) within the city encompassing all employment opportunities. In addition, Alonso 

proposed two more crucial assumptions: 1) transportation consistently available 

throughout the city, with transport costs calculated as a direct function of distance 

between places, and 2) a city populated by rational persons in an implied state of perfect 

competition (Alonso 1960; Knox and McCarthy 2005). Under these guidelines, Alonso 

was able to create a framework for assessing land markets in urban areas.  

With special attention to residential patterns, Alonso (1960) showed that rational 

consumers would seek out locations to balance costs of commuting with the 

inconveniences associated with commuting.  Thus consumers willing to pay for more 

premium land would locate closer to the CBD of a city, and would also reap the benefit 

of minimal transportation costs. On the contrary, consumers paying a lower rent will 

consequentially have to pay greater transportation costs because of an increase in distance 

from the CBD. Regardless of the ultimate outcome, both options would be a choice 

entirely of the rational consumer. Alonso (1960) illustrated this function through a bid-

rent curve, or gradient, reflecting the negative relationship between rent prices and 

distance from the CBD of a city.  
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Figure 2: Illustration of separate land-uses in relation to a city center. Each land-use is 

characterized by a different slope, which indicates the specialized considerations made by 

each group. The variances in slope can be attributed to the level of intensity of each land-

use as a function of distance, where more intensive uses of land occur at the CBD and 

more extensive uses occur farthest from the CBD. For example, consider Von Thunen’s 

notion that intensive, specialized crops are grown on smaller plots nearer to a market 

place while extensive, mass-yield crops are grown on larger plots where land is less 

valuable. Sources: Dickinson (1969), Cadwallader (1985) and Johnson (2009).  

 

 
Figure 3: Illustration of the bid-rent curve for residential rent in urban areas. The curve 

‘S’ shows an accelerated increase in price at locations approaching the city center, and a 

decelerating decrease at locations farther from the city center. At any point on the curve, 

rational consumers find an equilibrium between rent ‘R’ and costs inferred form distance 

‘L’. Source: Alonso 1960, p. 156.  
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This notion of balance speaks again to the negative relationship between price and 

distance from the center of a city.  Bohland and Levy (1985) synthesized this concept by 

describing a situation where a residential consumer continues to evaluate locations that 

are successively more distant from the CBD.  People will successively move further and 

further from a CBD, so long as the gains made through reductions in land cost outweigh 

the disadvantages of increased commuting costs (Bohland and Levy 1985).  

The notion of consumer satisfaction in relation to location and transportation costs 

helped to expose the underlying reasons for peoples’ choices in residential location. Knox 

and McCarthy (2005) remarked that Alonso’s contention of balancing costs has been 

sometimes referred to as a “trade-off” model of urban rent. To clarify, persons within a 

city would be willing to accept trade-offs with regard to physical location and 

transportation costs, all in an effort to maximize their own individual levels of 

satisfaction. Similarly, Bohland and Levy (1985) noted that consumers under the Alonso 

model could be classified as utility maximizers, seeking out ideal locations catering to 

their individual preferences. Again, the individual satisfaction of the consumers is 

determined by their own decisions regarding where to locate along the bid-rent curve. 

Regardless of their location on the bid-rent curve, each resident would be content with 

the costs associated with their individual locations. However, this conclusion is not 

absolute. 

For example, one particularly interesting concession to this logic that Alonso 

made in his original work is what he termed the “paradox of urban cities” (Alonso 1960 

p. 149). This paradox is that poorer, more marginalized groups tend to live nearest to the 

CBD of cities on land that is more expensive. According to the logic of the bid-rent 
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gradient, this area of highest value should instead be occupied by wealthier households. 

This finding lies in direct contrast to the notion of intensive versus extensive land-uses in 

urban areas – both of which are dependent on distance from the CBD. It was generally 

understood that more expensive land would be intensely used, and less expensive land 

you be extensively used (e.g. Alonso 1960; Dickinson 1969) Thus, another variable to the 

bid-rent theory became necessary to account for this paradox.  

Beckmann (1969) maintained that this variable was space, specifically, the 

amount of space occupied by each household. So with respect to the paradox, poorer 

people would maximize their location for the benefit of reduced transportation costs, but 

at the cost of less occupied space. The author further contended that wealthy households 

with a higher disposable income would be able to choose from one of three residential 

choices; locations close to the CBD with large amounts of space, locations close to the 

CBD with smaller amounts of space, or locations farther from the CBD (Beckmann 

1969).  

The factor of space in this instance is not only important to consider because of 

the way it addressed the urban paradox, but because it also shed light on the need to 

contemplate the effects of other factors – or locational interdependencies – on rental 

patterns. It is important to note that Alonso (1960) did not exclusively speak to residential 

rental gradients; he also assessed rents for agricultural uses and businesses, as seen in 

Figure 2. However, for the purposes of this project, residential trends will be exclusively 

examined.  
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Extensions of the Bid-Rent Theory 

Later economists worked diligently to dissect Alonso’s bid-rent theory and 

quickly began to produce their own extensions. Much of this work was devoted to the 

field of locational interdependencies, which focused upon examining the interrelated 

variables affecting land value not explicitly addressed by Alonso’s theory (Bohland and 

Levy 1985). One of the most prevalent works in this respect was produced by Muth, who 

maintained that the Alonso model should be extended to account for other determinants 

of residential land-use including the age of buildings and neighborhoods, housing 

preference, and racial discrimination (Muth 1969). In similar fashion, Mills (1967) 

argued that the bid-rent model could be used to provide explanations of congestion within 

cities. Both authors offered unique augmentations of the Alonso framework, yet 

nevertheless still assumed that the most critical determinants of residential rent and use 

was distance from the CBD (Muth 1969; Mills 1967). Together, the works of Alonso, 

Muth, and Mills formed the crux of bid-rent theory.  

Other scholars soon followed the efforts of Muth and Mills by adding new 

dimensions to the Alonso model to try and draw out the influence of other externalities 

on land rent. For example, Straszheim (1973) sought to add household preferences to 

Alonso’s model by examining how factors outside of location and distance impacted the 

rent that would be paid for housing. His alternative factors included the number of rooms 

in a structure, age of building, lot size, and structure quality, among others. By extending 

Alonso’s model in this way, Straszheim was able to calculate price elasticities for discrete 

consumer choices and demonstrate how specific consumer tastes affected a household’s 

willingness to pay for property (Pollakowski 1982).  
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Straszheim (1973) concluded that, while single alternative factors were not 

necessarily strong enough to influence the location choice of individual households, the 

compound effect of such factors had a compelling affect upon residential location 

(emphasis added). This points towards a need to also consider the more nuanced 

characteristics of housing services in order to fully appreciate housing demand. The study 

by Straszheim (1973) presents one of many examples that begin to underline the 

disconnection between the prominent factors influencing residential costs – distance and 

transportation costs – and other, independent costs. Other authors have spoken to a 

plethora independent factors affecting housing choice. For example, Kim et al. (2005) 

examined the impacts of crime rates, personal income, racial discrimination and 

neighborhood preferences upon residential. What these and other studies indicate is the 

need to account for the endogenous and exogenous factors separate from distance and 

transportation that influence housing choice, and subsequently costs. As such, some 

competing theories and models have emerged over time.  

A profound and widely cited theory by Charles Tiebout (1956) suggested that, 

rather than selecting residential location by rational economic decision, consumers would 

select their individual locations based entirely upon how local places satisfy their unique 

set of preferences. Under this notion, he suggested that consumers were more concerned 

with the local amenities, or public goods, available to them in different areas. Following 

this logic, distance from a CBD and transportation costs would be more of an 

afterthought to consumers (Tiebout 1956).  

More recent scholars have worked to bridge this divide between the theories 

Alonso and Tiebout. For example, Epple et al. (2010) noted how Tiebout models tended 
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to ignore spatial heterogeneity in cities, and how spatial models – notably those of Muth 

and Mills, who as indicated previously were strongly influenced by Alonso – have tended 

to ignore differences in amenities between jurisdictions. The authors suggested in their 

conclusion that future models joining Alonso and Tiebout theories in concert could 

benefit from even more fine-tuning, such as being able to account for peer effects in 

residential areas (Epple et al. 2010).  Likewise, Hanushek and Yilmaz (2007) sought to 

examine the interrelatedness of housing location with the financing and quality of local 

schools. The authors here found that by integrating the Alonso and Tiebout models, they 

were able to more effectively look at factors influencing public policy decisions 

regarding school consolidations – something that by themselves, neither model could 

accomplish as successfully (Hanushek and Ylimaz 2007).  

The literature thus far has revealed above all else the extensions made by other 

authors in attempt to more effectively describe rental distributions pursuant to factors 

independent of the distance from a CBD. What is most notable is the wide variety of 

externalities that can sway the perceived distribution of land values, be it quality of 

housing, access to public amenities, or a myriad of other variables. The selection of 

aforementioned studies begin to reveal serious disconnections between Alonso’s model 

and real-world applications. Yet perhaps the most fundamental disconnection between 

the seminal bid-rent theory and modern applications is the substantial difference between 

Alonso’s assumed monocentric form, and the more modern polycentric form of cities. 

Before exploring this disconnection, it is imperative to recognize the historic change in 

land-use theory and form.  
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Land-Use and Urban Form – Early Understandings  

 

Figure 4: Depiction of historic land-use models. Source: Harris and Ullman 1945, p. 13.  

 

Early land-use models aimed to describe the unique components of cities from a 

geographical perspective, and as such were based upon observations of older, more 

traditionally formed cities. A commonly cited work by Burgess illustrated the distribution 

of land-uses in Chicago by using concentric rings to describe the separation of land-uses 

in urban landscapes (Park et al. 1984). Under the Burgess model, cities were composed of 

five zones relating to unique land-uses; 1) a CBD containing the area of greatest 
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commercial activity, 2) a transitioning zone characterized by light industries and 

residential decay, 3) working-class neighborhoods, 4) middle-class residential 

neighborhoods, and 5) higher end neighborhoods with more affluent commuters (Harris 

and Ullman 1945; Bohland and Levy 1985).  

Akin to the Burgess model was the Hoyt sectorial model (Hall 1997), which 

aimed to produce a model more inclusive of the effects of access to transportation on 

urban form. The Hoyt model described the distribution of land-uses in an urban 

environment by prescribing a set of zones similar to the Burgess model, but rather than 

radiating outward from the CBD in concentric rings, the zones emanated from the CBD 

in wedge-like shapes along transportation lines (Harris and Ullman 1945; Bohland and 

Levy 1985). Though both models were novel concepts that helped to explain basic city 

structures, they each garnered varying criticisms. For example, Smith (1962) depicted the 

urban form of Calgary in explicit detail and compared the independent zones to the 

Burgess and Hoyt models. He concluded that although the Hoyt sector model made 

accurate generalizations of the influence of transportation, the model was too over-

simplified and could not fully account for the externalities influencing Calgary’s specific 

form; similarly, the Burgess model was ineffective at accurately portraying the variety of 

land-uses (Smith 1962). Stemming from such studies, it became evident that perhaps the 

most significant criticism of the Burgess concentric and Hoyt sector models might be that 

both models place too much importance upon the CBD.  

This criticism gained traction as CBD’s became less of a focal point in modern 

cities. Harris and Ullman (1945) argued that emerging cities in the mid-twentieth century 

did not have a monocentric form. Rather, modern cities were built around several 
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independent nuclei. Thus the authors developed the multiple nuclei model, which gave a 

much more accurate depiction of polycentrism. Under this multiple-nuclei model, cities 

are depicted as having additional sub-centers specific to independent uses. The authors 

presented four reasons for the rise of separate nuclei; 1) the need for specialized facilities, 

2) the profitability of locating similar uses near one another, 3) the need to remove uses 

that are detrimental to one another, and 4) the incidence of some actors not being able to 

afford some sites (Harris and Ullman 1945). This model has since been widely embraced 

by more current researchers, as it more correctly recognizes the arrangement of land-uses 

around more than one foci (Bohland and Levy 1985). 

There is a large body of literature speaking to the physical evidence of cities 

evolving from a monocentric form with one CBD to a polycentric form with multiple 

centers of activity. Bish and Kirk (1974) described three major factors allowing for this 

extraordinary transformation in city structure; changes in urban populations, changes in 

per capita incomes, and changes in technology. Other authors have observed this 

transformation, and additionally the subsequent de-concentration of urban areas. For 

example, Bertaud (2004) maintained that over time, CBD’s lose their primacy as 

locations of heightened activity with increases in urban population. He also 

acknowledged that other factors, such as high rates of private car ownership, have 

accelerated the transformation from monocentricity to polycentricity (Bertaud 2004).  

Other authors have also spoken to the large number of factors that have 

encouraged polycentric sub-centering. For example, Hirsch (1984) remarked that 

considerations from firms and private households alike could spur polycentrism. For 

many firms, transportation may not be the only factor to consider; rather, businesses may 
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seek out other locational advantages depending on their unique services and clienteles. 

Similarly, changes to households – such as the number of wage-earners within a 

household, for example – could encourage polycentrism by opening the door to new 

opportunities for families (Hirsch 1984). On a closely related note, Bish and Kirk (1974) 

maintained that one type of sub-centering typical of polycentrism has been the 

development of shopping centers. Given that, historically, traditional CBD’s were retail-

oriented hubs, shopping centers have added to polycentric growth by decentralizing one 

specific industry (Bish and Kirk 1974).  

 

Polycentrism and Sprawl in the United States 

Polycentrism has been especially evident in cities within the United States. A 

wide body of literature describes the unique pre-conditions to polycentric growth (also 

known colloquially as ‘sprawl’) in American cities. Although some have characterized 

sprawl as a unique phenomenon from polycentricity involving more ‘leapfrog’ 

development (e.g. Galster et al. 2001), sprawl and polycentricity both generally 

encompass horizontal, low density, auto-centric urban development.  Knox and 

McCarthy (2005) very efficiently synthesized the four major pre-conditions to sprawl in 

the United States; 1) the widespread use of Euclidean zoning to separate land-use 

functions in cities, 2) a sudden need for a more abundant housing stock immediately 

following World War II, 3) the passing of the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act in 1994, 

which ushered in an incredible increase in American home-ownership, and 4) the 

development of the interstate freeway system via the Federal Aid Highway Act in 1956. 
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These four conditions worked closely in concert with one another – though perhaps 

unintentionally – and planted the seeds for outward, polycentric growth. 

Other authors have provided to alternative explanations for the causes of sprawl. 

Squires (2002) asserted that some external factors such as technological advances in 

home amenities like air conditioning encouraged expansive, polycentric growth in the 

Western U.S. Racial segregation and the phenomenon of ‘white-flight’ have been 

classified as contributors to suburban migration and also the declining vitality of central 

cities (Frey 1980; Boustan 2010). Glaeser and Kahn (2003) also considered the causes of 

sprawl and developed a transportation cost hypothesis to describe the extent to which 

shrinking transportation costs directly influenced urban form. They found that, as 

transportation costs declined in place with a more monocentric form, the amount of land 

consumed increased and, as a result, the edge of cities expanded. From a polycentric 

framework, the authors also noted that the triumph of the private automobile severely 

reduced the costs of opening new sub-centers for developers, further adding to 

polycentrism (Glaeser and Kahn 2003).  

Cumulatively, this collection of historical factors that have helped pave the way 

for sprawl in U.S. cities can be best understood as centrifugal factors that over time have 

worked together to emphasize a style of multi-nodal economic organization (Muller and 

Wheeler 1986). Simply put, the combination of population, technological, social, and 

cultural changes have collaboratively contributed to outward, polycentric growth. These 

centrifugal factors add to the complexity of sprawl, and help to illustrate reasons why 

urban areas throughout the U.S. have taken on such a polycentric composition. The 

luxuries and amenities associated with sprawl have been extremely appealing to 
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consumers, developers, and business alike. In many respects, the American ideal of home 

and car-ownership in the 20th century of was enabled by sprawl; thus sprawl continued 

unabated for many years.  

In fact, the amount of suburban land area has vastly eclipsed the amount of central 

city land area in the United States, and since the 1950’s sprawl has further accelerated in 

many regards. For example, urban densities have continually fallen in both suburbs and 

central cities during this period of time – a strong indicator of outward, polycentric 

development (Nechyba and Walsh 2004). Von Hoffman (2005) found in his analysis of 

ten major U.S. metropolitan areas that in 1970, over one half of residents in each 

independent city lived within ten miles of the urban core; by 1990, not a single one of the 

same ten metropolitan areas had a majority of residents living within those same limits. 

These trends speak directly to the scope of polycentricity in the U.S., and as such the 

spatial structure of sprawling cities has forced people to seriously reconsider urban form 

in the modern context.  

 

Some Externalities of Sprawl – A Continuing Debate 

It has been especially difficult for planners to come to a consensus on the overall 

impact of the factors and externalities associated with the spread land-use of polycentric 

cities. Transportation and the environment in particular have been points of contention 

for planners in recent years; the debate over the costs and benefits of sprawl on 

transportation and the environment have been fertile areas for exploration. With regard to 

transportation, polycentricity has been argued to deter investment in public transit and 

cater to an automotive lifestyle. Bertaud (2004) vividly described this issue by comparing 
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the spatial layouts of Barcelona (a traditionally built city with an extensive and widely 

used public transit system) and Atlanta (a huge metropolis often regarded as a poster 

child for sprawl). He noted that the sheer magnitude of Atlanta’s built environment – 

4,280 square kilometers versus Barcelona’s 162 square kilometers – has created a 

situation where public transportation is functionally impossible. For the same level of 

service and accessibility offered in Barcelona, Atlanta would have to provide 2,800 new 

stations and over 3,000 kilometers of dedicated tracks (Bertaud 2004). This example 

clearly depicts the issue of transportation in polycentric cities; there is a clear spatial 

mismatch between widespread, polycentric form and effective public transportation. 

Understanding this mismatch helps to visualize the relationship between sprawl and 

automotive usage (e.g. Nechyba and Walsh 2004).   

From an environmental standpoint, the automotive condition in sprawling areas 

has spurred other negative externalities of horizontal urbanization. One leading issue is 

the effect of automotive dependence on air quality. One report for example cited vehicle 

travel as accounting for roughly 20 percent of and CO2 emissions in the U.S. – the 

leading source of greenhouse gas emissions in the U.S., which contributes to climate 

change, air pollution, and other public health hazards (National Research Council 2009). 

Squires (2002) added that sprawl has stimulated higher rates of energy uses – particularly 

with regard to fossil fuel consumption – and as such exacerbates anthropogenic 

environmental harm. Other authors have further described the negative externalities of 

urban sprawl on the natural world (e.g. Garreau 1991; Lang 2003; Neuman 2005).  

Conversely, however, some authors have depicted sprawl in a more positive 

manner. Glaeser and Kahn (2003) remarked that the criticisms of sprawl with regard to 
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environmental harm are perhaps more unfounded than meets the eye. The authors found 

that even though commuting has increased, the impacts of these institutional changes 

have been tempered by technological advances. In addition, they assessed features related 

to the social structure of communities in polycentric areas – such as housing standards 

and economic productivity – and found very positive indications of success within 

sprawled areas (Glaeser and Kahn 2003). More recent findings by the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) support these claims as well (Smith 2013). Gordon and 

Richardson (2000) also spoke about sprawl in a more optimistic manner. The authors 

determined that sprawl does not negatively affect urban transportation nor sustainability 

to the same extent that sprawl’s critics argue. Furthermore, the authors argued that there 

is a positive social element to sprawl in that encourages and in some respects helps to 

promote upward mobility for residents (Gordon and Richardson 2000). The findings in 

these studies reflect the more positive outcomes of sprawl, and help shed light upon the 

arguments supportive of further outward development. 

 

What Polycentricity Means for Equitable Housing 

Yet still, even as some authors have been more sympathetic to sprawl, central 

cities have suffered as urban environments continue to expand. Declining populations 

have been observed in many central cities across the U.S. as suburban developments 

extend farther and farther out from traditional cores (Nechyba and Walsh 2004; Von 

Hoffman 2005). With regard to employment, this has had a particularly detrimental 

effect.  
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Kain (1968) proposed a ‘spatial mismatch hypothesis’ that described the adverse 

effects of distance from work for poorer, inner-city residents. Wilson (1996) maintained 

that the exodus of employment from central cities had a severely negative impact upon 

urban residential populations – specifically poorer, minority groups. He stated that the 

suburbanization of employment exacerbated issues of inner-city joblessness, and that the 

lack of accessibility to work was a primary motive in the extension of hardships for 

marginalized groups (Wilson 1996). Von Hoffman (2005) noted that, empirically, 

suburbs experienced tremendous employment gains compared to much more modest 

gains – and sometimes overall losses – experienced in central cities. The redistribution of 

employment across polycentric extensions of central cities dramatically decreased access 

to work for inner-city poor, with special attention to blue-collar jobs (Von Hoffman 

2005). 

This understanding draws out an important adjunct to employment for 

marginalized groups – residential location. Marginalized groups, given their 

socioeconomic status, have historically been renters and users of public transit. As such, 

these groups have been concentrated, inner-city renters near larger employment centers 

since they are more immobile than wealthier individuals. Access to public transit has 

been an important determinant of where poorer people live (Glaeser et al. 2008). While 

the connections between employment location and marginalized groups are more readily 

understood in a monocentric framework, the connections are not necessarily as well 

understood in a polycentric framework. The concentration of marginalized groups in 

inner-cities was often relative to monocentric form with an established CBD – poorer, 
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blue-collar workers were the most adversely affected groups when employers began 

migrating to suburban developments (Wilson 1996).  

Access to jobs is pivotal for the well-being of marginalized groups. In a 

polycentric framework, living in closer proximity to work can be more difficult 

marginalized individuals and families, and so this begs a consideration of equitable 

housing as a) polycentric form has become the dominant form of U.S. urbanization and b) 

central cities actively pursue revitalization agendas. Additionally, many suburban areas 

work to maintain a status quo of particular housing types and income groups, which 

further adds to this equity dilemma.  

 

Central City Rebirth – Inner-City Decay 

As employment has migrated away from CBD’s, central cities have been focused 

upon reinventing themselves to compete with new outward development and essentially 

combat sprawl. Neuman (2005) noted that cities have been focused upon reconfiguring 

their structures to promote renaissance of growth within their boundaries, which includes 

attracting jobs. Birch (2009) traced a variety of methods employed by these central cities 

to revitalize their downtowns and bring commerce back to their cores, with special 

attention to the concept of ‘urban renewal’.  

New methods for re-establishing central city cores as areas of economic 

importance and vitality have gained significant traction in planning logic. Infill, adaptive 

re-use, and other creative measures for reconfiguring inner cities have been promulgated 

to make central cities desirable for a diverse set of actors and compete with suburban 

development (e.g. Duany, Speck, and Lydon 2010). At present, cities use a variety of 
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policies to promote sustainable growth within their limits to support the idea of a 

competitive and desirable ‘compact city’ (Neuman 2005). These procedures are well-

intended, and appear to be in the best interests of central cities. However, these 

procedures are arguably detrimental to marginalized groups in inner cities, especially 

when these movements are happening simultaneously with polycentric expansion. The 

gentrification of inner cities, coupled with the exclusionary form and socioeconomics of 

suburban areas, threaten to maintain the spatial mismatch between place of work and 

place of residence.  

 

What Polycentricity Means for Access to Jobs 

The pattern of new housing developments in the U.S. has helped to explain why 

inner-city residents face such a burden with regard to employment access. Malpezzi 

(1998) not only indicated the higher incidence of poor and minority renters across the 

nation, but also spoke to the severe decline in new rental housing starts. While rental 

starts may be increasing in more recent year, most new starts in recent years have still 

been single-family detached homes – a pattern much more reflective of sprawling, 

polycentric growth than compact, central city infill. Given the income inelasticity of 

marginalized groups described by Glaeser et al. (2008), marginalized groups have been 

more susceptible to staying in central cities because of natural market forces. Even as 

employment has moved out of traditional CBD’s, poorer people simply do not have the 

means to actively change their circumstances – hence, the inelasticity of their tranit 

choices (Glaeser et al. 2008).  
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This arguably has directly contributed to what Cervero (1989) called the ‘jobs-

housing mismatch’, which built upon the concept of the spatial mismatch between work 

and home in cities described by Kain (1968). Cervero (1989) further noted that the 

disconnection between where people live and work seems to be a major cause of other 

externalities in U.S. urban areas, such as traffic congestion. That is not to say that there 

have been no opportunities whatsoever for marginalized groups to acquire housing in 

sprawling places, as many minority groups were able to acquire new housing in suburban 

developments closer to scattered employment centers – especially in the early 2000’s 

(Kneebone et al. 2013). However, a new theory has emerged describing the inequitable 

conditions suffered by these same groups in suburban developments as well – the 

‘suburbanization of poverty’.  

The suburbanization of poverty refers to the very recent emergence of poverty in 

urban areas outside of central cities. Kneebone et al. (2013) illustrated some interesting 

features of this phenomenon, showing that since the 1990’s especially, poverty rates have 

increased in suburban areas, particularly in older, inner-ring suburbs. Even though ethnic 

minorities and people of lower socioeconomic statuses were able to acquire higher 

quality housing stock in suburbs during the 1990’s and early 2000’s, many people were 

left in foreclosure following the recession of 2006 (Howell and Timberlake 2014). 

Furthermore, wealthier persons have continued to move farther and farther out into the 

urban periphery; as such, economic problems typically found in inner-cities have now 

been observed more often in sprawling environments (Howell and Timberlake 2014). 

This trend raises issues related to social equity and affordable housing in more 

polycentric areas.  
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Other indicators describing the condition of American poverty as a whole depict 

an extremely dire situation for many marginalized residents. As Stone (2005) noted, 

marginalized groups such as the poor, ethnic minorities, single parent households, and 

elderly fit the classification of ‘shelter-poor’, meaning they are unable to meet non-

shelter needs because their incomes are barely suited to support costs for housing. In 

actuality, the situation may be even worse since calculations of shelter are exclusively 

based upon costs directly related to housing and not other essential aspects of life like 

transportation (Stone 2005). Outward, horizontal expansion has continued to remove 

people more and more areas of employment; yet at the same time, the dispersion of 

employment itself appears to have a powerful influence on why sprawl happens in the 

first place (Howell and Timberlake 2014). This vicious cycle has been troubling to many, 

even leading some authors to speculate that the current conditions may be paving the way 

for a condition of suburban slumming in the coming years (e.g. Leinberger 2008). 

What is arguably most troubling is the effect that the competing forms of city 

development may have in the near future. The arguments more in favor of sprawl have 

pointed to advantages in consumer choice, and also the negligible effects of externalities 

such as transportation and sustainability (Glaeser and Kahn 2003; Gordon and 

Richardson 2000). These attitudes have helped foster the continued expansion of urban 

limits, and indeed polycentric development has continued (Nechyba and Walsh 2004). As 

a result wealthier people have continued to move outward, and the inner-ring suburbs 

have been inhabited by previously disenfranchised groups. Yet now there groups are 

struggling to have access to jobs and remain shelter-poor (Stone 2005). At the same time, 

central cities have actively pursued revitalizing their downtowns to bring people back in 
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and increase the value of their cores (Neuman 2005; Birch 2009). As inner-city 

conditions continue to improve, marginalized groups might be forced outward because 

they simply cannot afford it.  

A tool that can be used to examine these trends is the bid-rent curve. By 

comparing the spatial relationship between employment centers to changing levels of 

residential rent, planners can potentially reveal patterns to help make decisions promoting 

equitable access to jobs. Moreover, planners can potentially see the particular areas of 

cities that may need more services for marginalized groups. 

Exploring the many different aspects of measuring polycentricity is critical 

because a deep understanding of the factors to consider will help facilitate an original and 

robust analysis. It is important to consider the careful manipulations and calibrations to 

effectively draw out patterns of polycentricity.  

 

Planners and the Bid-Rent Curve 

Thus far, the literature review has indicated three key points. First, the text 

explored original bid-rent theory posited by Alonso (1960) to describe urban land prices 

and many extensions of that theory (e.g. Muth 1969; Mills 1967; Straszheim 1973). 

Second, the text considered the transformation of American cities from monocentric to 

polycentric (e.g. Bertaud 2004; Knox and McCarthy 2005). Third, the text elaborated 

upon the concerns related to the jobs-housing mismatch (Cervero 1989), especially for 

marginalized groups in a diminishing suburban climate (Kneebone et al. 2013). Perhaps 

the bid-rent curve can be used to explore residential distributions and provide more 
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equitable opportunities for marginalized groups. However, in order to use this tool 

effectively, the model needs to be altered to account for polycentric form.  

For example, one aspect that has to be considered is the land-use form that the 

bid-rent model assumes. Alonso (196) assumed a set of conditions for a city with a 

monocentric form that is aptly depicted by the Burgess and Hoyt models. Yet as cities 

have taken on various forms of polycentrism, the Burgess and Hoyt models have fallen 

out of favor, and become much less useful for theoretical or rational applications. To be 

clear, earlier models have become obsolete in accurately describing modern urban form. 

Hall (1997, p. 316) observed that the Burgess and Hoyt models developed in the early 

20th century “faithfully reflected the world of that time”, when central cities exclusively 

serviced and in turn were exclusively serviced by the rural hinterland. These faithful 

reflections of traditionally built cities with a more monocentric composition became less 

relevant over time, however, as contemporary cities began to be characterized by 

decentralization (Hall 1997). Lang (2003, p. 21) strongly claimed that “Alonso’s bid-rent 

curve is essentially an analytical adjunct to Burgess’ concentric-zone theory”. This 

charge succinctly addresses the disconnection between the bid-rent framework that exists 

under a monocentric assumption, and the reality of modern, polycentric urban form.  

As such, there is a demonstrated need to reassess the framework of Alonso’s 

theory and consider how modern city structure may seriously alter the way planners 

consider bid-rent gradients. Alonso (1960) actually made the concession that his model 

probably would not apply to polycentric urban areas as effectively, and encouraged future 

research to extend his work to cities with multiple centers. These revelations raise an 
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important concern as to whether or not bid-rent curves can be effective devices for 

planners to actually use.  

 

The Bid-Rent Curve and Polycentricity 

Some researchers have in fact worked to manipulate the Alonso framework to 

account for cities with multiple centers, and with encouraging results. Papageorgiou and 

Casetti (1971) argued that residential consumers in a polycentric space still operated as 

utility maximizers, and thus they would still seek out locations based primarily upon 

access to services found in an area of high activity, be it a true CBD or urban sub-center. 

The authors developed a bid-rent model in a polycentric context that captured what they 

termed the “centers of order”, in which centers and sub-centers of varying degrees of 

intensity are able to service nearby populations. Thus consumers would locate themselves 

near whichever center of order is most appropriate to their individual levels of utility, 

regardless of size and scale of each center (Papageorgiou and Casetti 1971). A model 

developed later by Yinger (1992) attempted to further bridge the gap between classical 

bid-rent theory and the polycentric form of modern cities by taking into account a second 

employment center in addition to a CBD. His examination of the impacts of sub-

centering on the spatial distribution of residences relative to both the CBD and sub-center 

showed that multiple centers yielded a heart-shaped distribution of land-use that was 

predicated by the locations of employment (Yinger 1992). These studies have provided 

evidence that the classical bid-rent model can in fact be extended to polycentric cities.  

Various works have shown how distance from the CBD is the primary function of 

the rental prices in monocentric cities (Alonso 1960; Muth 1969; Mills 1967). Yet still, 
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location matters in polycentric landscapes too. This point was elaborated upon by Clark 

(2000), who argued that evidence from a range of works supports the notion that even in 

a polycentric environment, the relative location of residential zones to more intensely-

used nodes most strongly influences the price gradient. So perhaps the most essential 

tenet of the paradigm shift from monocentric form to polycentric form is how to most 

accurately portray the condition of polycentrism. For planners, appreciating and 

accurately depicting this shift is imperative because the issues prevalent in cities with a 

monocentric form may still exist in polycentric cities. Better understanding the 

underlying factors for urban morphology may help to predict where public services such 

as schools are needed, for example.  

 

Describing Polycentricity 

Many scholars have aimed to shed light on how to accurately identify and record 

polycentrism. Anas et al. (1998) summarized seven commonalities evident across 

polycentric environments; 1) that sub-centers are seen in older and newer cities, 2) that 

the boundaries of said sub-centers are extremely sensitive to their prescribed definitions, 

3) sub-centers are capable of being arranged into corridors, 4) that employment centers – 

whether CBD’s or ordered sub-centers – can help to explain the surrounding employment 

and population levels, 5) sub-centers have not eliminated the CBD’s importance, 6) most 

jobs exists outside of centers, and 7) that neither monocentric nor polycentric models 

effectively explain commuting patterns. These seven observed commonalities began to 

illustrate the incredible complexity of applying consistent modeling techniques to 

polycentric areas.  
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Similarly, Kloosterman and Musterd (2001) added to this body of thought by 

outlining four specific dimensions that are more easily susceptible to change when 

discussing polycentrism. The authors noted that changes of scale can lead to incongruities 

between 1) the physical form and land-use mix of polycentric areas, 2) political entities 

and definitions, 3) the conception of the functional relationships within or between 

regions, and 4) the social identities of urban places. These authors presented important 

information speaking to the complexity of polycentrism; yet with these understandings, a 

more discerned interpretation of a polycentric landscape begins to take shape.  

Considering these normative descriptions of polycentrism, two important features 

come to light. First, that there is a readily understood description of what a polycentric 

city is. The descriptions by Anas et al. (1998) and Kloosterman and Musterd (2001) 

effectively captured the diverse set of features indicative of polycentric cities. In a U.S. 

framework, the particular condition of ‘sprawl’ has also been explored, as noted by many 

authors (e.g. Nechyba and Walsh 2004; Glaeser and Kahn 2003; Knox 2005). However, 

in the modern age of quantifiable measurement, hard empirical evidence has become vital 

to describing city conditions. Thus the second important feature of polycentrism emerges; 

a great deal of importance must be placed upon how polycentrism is measured. An 

analysis of previous studies can be made to more completely understand the methods and 

data sources used to measure polycentrism in cities.  

 

Historic Quantitative Analyses of Polycentricity  

 A number of authors have worked to determine the extent of polycentrism in U.S. 

cities. An early study closely related to polycentricity by Brian Berry aimed to describe 
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the motivating factors for commercial blight in Chicago. Berry (1963) examined the 

pattern of urban land values in the city and found significant correlation between land 

values and different amounts of business activity in certain areas. Specifically, he 

maintained that there was a hierarchy of business centers, which is descending order were 

1) major regional centers, 2) smaller shopping goods centers, 3) community centers, and 

4) neighborhood centers. The separate levels of business were characterized by differing 

levels of use and intensity, and more importantly were distributed throughout a city in 

planned and unplanned modes (Berry 1963). This contention is important because, 

although Berry focused on commercial uses rather than residential trends, he pointed 

towards the influence of employment centers – regardless of intensity and scale – on 

nearby land values.  

The connection between centers of employment and surrounding land values has 

since been widely used by scholars to explore polycentric cities. Examples of studies 

using employment centers as indicators for polycentricity abound. For example, Giuliano 

and Small (1991) examined polycentricity in the Los Angeles region by identifying 

employment centers and using those figures to determine the impact of commercial sub-

centers on commuting flows. Bogart and Ferry (1999) used their calculated employment 

centers to describe the condition of polycentricity in greater Cleveland determine the 

concentrations of urban employment within the area. Similarly, McMillen and McDonald 

(1998) primed their analysis of polycentricity in Chicago by first identifying employment 

sub-centers in the metropolitan area, and then used those nodes to analyze the growth 

patterns of surrounding areas. Leslie and O’Huallachain (2006) identified employment 

sub-centers as indicators for polycentricity and described the relationship of land values 
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to these areas of more intense economic use. As can be seen, identifying employment 

centers and using those findings as foundations for polycentric assessments has become 

an established and widely used practice. Despite this widespread practice, however, 

several issues related to the measurement of polycentricity still resound.  

 

Issues of Measurement – Benchmark Discrepancies  

 Effectively measuring polycentricity is critical for planners so that they may make 

informed policy decisions regarding future development in sprawling areas. One 

resounding question, however, is how to effectively measure the extent of polycentrism in 

urban areas. Although normative understandings ore more readily understood (e.g. Anas 

et al. 1998; Kloosterman and Musterd 2001), quantitative assessments of polycentricity 

carry more ambiguity. Important components of the historical analyses of polycentricity 

can be drawn out by critically analyzing the methodologies of past studies. The most 

striking detail of these studies is that they all use different criteria for classifying what 

constitutes an employment center.  

 The aforementioned studies all use different indicators, benchmarks, and 

thresholds to determine sub-centers of employment. While most studies use employment 

density as a primary indicator of employment sub-centers, some use other factors such as 

real employment cutoffs, boundary considerations, and other externalities that drive their 

unique definitions of employment sub-centers. Table 1 illustrates the variety of criteria 

used to determine employment centers in some polycentric studies. 
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Author and Year Study Area Criteria for Employment Sub-Center 

Giuliano and 

Small (1991) 

Los Angeles  Continuous set of zones  

 Employment density cutoff of 10 per acre 

 Minimum total employment of 10,000 in 

some places, 7,000 in others 

Small and Song 

(1994) 

Los Angeles  Employment density of 20 per acre 

 20,000 total jobs minimum in each zone 

McMillen and 

McDonald 

(1998) 

Chicago   At least 10 employees per acre in 1980 or 

1990 

 Average of at least 10,000 employees over 

2 years study period 

Bogart and 

Ferry (1999) 

Cleveland  Employment density of 8 per acre 

 Minimum total employment of 10,000 

Gardner and 

Marlay (2013) 

50 largest 

MSA’s in 

United States 

 1,000 jobs per square mile and 50,000 total 

jobs minimum in each zone. 

Table 1: Summary of criteria used by some studies to identify employment sub-centers, 

showing the variety of criteria used. Adapted from Giuliano and Small (1991), Small and 

Song (1994) Bogart and Ferry (1999), McMillen and McDonald (1998), and Gardner and 

Marlay (2013). For further examination, see Fernández-Maldonado (2013).  

 

What can be observed from these selected case studies is that there is no clearly 

consistent, underlying strategy to identify sub-centers of employment.  

While factors such as employment density and total employment appear to be 

used by a variety of authors, there are still differences between the benchmarks for these 

factors. Gardner and Marlay (2013) lamented over this point, noting that there is little 

consensus about what exact thresholds can be used to accurately find employment centers 

and sub-centers in cities. However, the authors noted that the advantage of this technique 

allows for a more generalizable technique for defining employment centers. Despite the 

numerical differences of the thresholds for employment density and total employment on 

a case-by-case basis, this is a widely used strategy that can effectively identify the 

locations of employment centers.   
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Even though locating concentrated employment areas based upon density and 

employment values has been accepted by many, some authors have sought to incorporate 

other variables that could potentially impact the identification of employment centers into 

the equation. The widely circulated book Edge Cities by Garreau (1991) first coined the 

term ‘edge city’ to describe the emergence of large employment centers with burgeoning 

residential populations on the outskirts of traditional cities. A combination of five 

specific criteria, including office and retail space, were used to determine the location of 

edge cities in across the U.S. The analysis of edge cities by Lang (2003) utilized different 

requirements for identifying areas of high employment. Whereas Garreau (1991) set a 

threshold for leasable office space assessment in concert with four other variables, Lang 

(2003) exclusively used office space as the determinant for designating edgeless cities. 

Because of this decision, Lang’s findings were drastically different than Garreau’s. This 

comparison speaks to how even the slightest changes in benchmarks or assessment 

strategies can produce very different outcomes. Table 2 below further illustrates the 

differences in findings between Garreau (1991) and Lang (2003) for a few selected 

metropolitan areas. 
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Metropolitan 

Area 

Lang Garreau 

Atlanta Downtown: Atlanta, Buckhead 

Edge City: Cumberland-

Galleria, Perimeter Center 

Downtown: Atlanta 

Edge City: Buckhead, 

Cumberland Mall, Gwinnett Place 

Mall, Midtown, Perimeter Center 

Detroit Downtown: Detroit 

Edge City: Southfield, Troy 

Downtown: Detroit 

Edge City: Auburn Hills, 

Dearborn-Fairlane Village, 

Farmington Hills-Livonia-Novi, 

Southfield-Northland Mall, 

Southfield-Prudential Town 

Center, Troy 

Miami Downtown: Fort Lauderdale, 

Miami 

Edge City: Boca Raton, Miami 

Airport 

Downtown: Fort Lauderdale, 

Miami 

Edge City: Boca Raton, Coral 

Gables, Cypress Creek, Miami 

Airport 

Table 2: Comparison of findings between Garreau and Lang from selected metropolitan 

areas. Adapted from Lang (2003), specifically Appendix C.  

 

As shown in Table 2, there were discrepancies in how the two authors categorized 

downtowns and edge cities in each metropolitan area. This illustrates the importance of 

carefully choosing criteria for finding employment centers prior to analysis 

 

Boundary Issues 

Another issue to consider is that of boundary designations. When describing 

cities, the designation of boundaries can be very arbitrary. For example, Schaeffer (1999) 

noted that urban boundaries can be normative or empirical; physical, political, economic, 

and data classifications and definitions can confuse boundaries and alter analytical 

conclusions. Additionally, boundary classifications and definitions can change over time 

and lead to changes in analytical results; for example, Bogart (1998) noted that 

classification changes of central cities made by the Census Bureau in 1981led to an 
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undercount of central cities in metropolitan statistical areas (Bogart 1998). Murphy 

(1972) spoke extensively about the impact of changing CBD boundaries, arguing that the 

delimitation of CBD’s is essential to providing accurate comparisons between cities. Yet 

still, these boundary issues and considerations are not unique to monocentric cities.  

Boundary considerations play an important role in examining polycentric cities as 

well. The boundaries used by authors exploring polycentricity are critical to establishing 

the physical context of each study, yet the boundaries used are not by any means 

consistent. Gardner and Marlay (2013) considered this point briefly, noting that some 

studies even changed benchmarks within themselves. For example, the studies of Los 

Angeles and Cleveland utilized unique transportation analysis zones (TAZ) to describe 

the differences in employment between parts of the urban environment (Giuliano and 

Small 1991; Bogart and Ferry 1999). However, studies such as those by McMillen and 

McDonald (1998) and Gardner and Marlay (2013) use a variety of boundaries, ranging 

from suburban quarter-sections to metropolitan statistical areas.  

 Different levels of aggregation also contribute to another problem in accurately 

portraying statistical city features – the modifiable areal unit problem, or MAUP. Anselin 

(1988 p. 26) succinctly described this problem, stating “the modifiable areal unit problem 

pertains to the fact that statistical measures for cross-sectional data are sensitive to the 

way in which the spatial units are organized”. This is especially true for describing 

statistical variances in a city; smaller units may be misrepresented by higher levels of 

aggregation and remove the amount of variance from an analysis at a micro-scale (Burt et 

al. 2009). A salient case study of the MAUP was made by Hipp (2007) who examined 

how analyses of crime and disorder in neighborhoods changed when considering 
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different levels of aggregation. The author found that depending upon the use of tract or 

bloc level geographies, significant discrepancies in results emerged. Hipp (2007) 

concluded that there is no single “appropriate” level of aggregation, but rather that the 

issue of scale is unique to each city (Hipp 2007). In the same respect, characteristics of 

polycentricity should be examined using a level of aggregation that is appropriate for the 

focus of any specific study.   

The MAUP is important to understand in the context of bid-rent analyses because 

rents can change on a block-by-block basis. An analysis of Toronto’s employment zones 

examined trends on a tract level, which allowed for a more robust analysis of the 

relationship between employment and population density than would be possible at a 

lower level of aggregation (Griffith 1981). As such, Griffith (1981) was able to examine 

changes in densities within Toronto at a smaller scale. This example is indicative of the 

in-depth micro analysis that can be achieved given the appropriate scale. On the other 

hand, studies such as those of Los Angeles (Giuliano and Small 1991) and Cleveland 

(Bogart and Ferry 1999) that look at polycentricity using much TAZ’s may contain issues 

related to the spatial scale. Using larger areas at higher aggregations calls into question 

the effectiveness of such analyses. If data susceptible to change at low levels of 

aggregation – such as rental patterns – are to be examined, then it would be prudent to 

use data at the lowest level of aggregation as possible.    

 

Establishing Context for an Original Bid-Rent Analysis 

Understanding the many different aspects of polycentricity is critical to 

effectively exploring real bid-rent curve in present cities. A meticulous deliberation of the 
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original bid-rent theory (Alonso 1960; Beckmann 1969) and the accompanying patterns 

of land-use (e.g. Harris and Ullman 1954) helps planners to appreciate the framework in 

which the hypothetical gradient was built. The purpose of this theory is admirable – it 

presents a simplified model to accurately describe the main motivators for land-use 

(Bohland and Levy 1985). Bearing in mind the issues related to where people live in 

relation to work (Cervero 1989; Stone 2005; Kneebone et al. 2013), there is a clear need 

to effectively look at place of work and place of residence relationships.  

The widespread changes to urban form – especially in the United States – has 

presented an opportunity to reconsider the use of bid-rent curves in a polycentric 

framework (e.g. Anas et al. 1998; Papageorgiou and Casetti 1971). Thus a 

characterization of the historical studies of polycentricity (e.g. Giuliano and Small 1991; 

Bogart and Ferry 1999) as well as the potential issues in measurement (e.g. Lang 2003; 

Anselin 1988) allows for n analysis of bid-rent curves in a in a framework that considers 

and incorporates polycentrism more so than the original framework posed by Alonso.  
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CHAPTER 3 

PURPOSE AND GOALS  

Objectives 

 Bearing the considerations reviewed in the existing literature in mind, there is still 

ample opportunity to systematically explore polycentric cities in greater depth. This is 

especially true when considering bid-rent gradients for residential land-uses. Given these 

opportunities, the purpose of this thesis is three-pronged. The first is to design and 

implement a standardized method of analysis to determine the bid-rent gradients for 

selected cities in the U.S. with ranging urban morphologies. The second is to examine 

variations in the shapes of bid-rent distributions across a selection of American cities 

when compared to Alonso’s theoretical curve. Both of these purposes aim to present an 

illustrative summary of rental conditions with relation to employment.  

The third purpose is more intuitive. The purpose is to consider the cumulative 

effects of multiple employment centers – typical of polycentric form – upon the bid-rent 

curve. Following the assertion by Papageorgiou and Casetti (1971) that proximity is a 

main motivator for residential location – and consequentially, demand and price – this 

paper aims to explore the aggregate effect of employment centers upon bid-rent curves.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY  

Study Area 

 In order to describe the real conditions of urban polycentricity and bid-rent 

distributions across the U.S., 10 cities were specifically selected for analysis and 

comparison. The cities chosen were Baltimore, MD; Boston, MA; Denver, CO; El Paso, 

TX; Las Vegas, NV; Milwaukee, WI; Oklahoma City, OK; Portland, OR; Seattle, WA; 

and Tucson, AZ, and Appendix B provides a brief history of each city to provide a 

historical context. The boundaries used for these locations were the Census designated 

Places from the 2000 TIGER/ Line Files. These cities were chosen based upon three 

factors; similarities in employment populations, geographic separation, and differences in 

individual morphology.  

First, cities were chosen based upon similar residential and employment figures. 

This was done in an attempt prevent wide discrepancies from arising due to large 

dissimilarities in population. Second, the cities were chosen to represent a geographic 

diversity of urban areas in the U.S. The entire nation was first divided into five normative 

regions; Eastern Seaboard, Great Plains, South, West, and Pacific Northwest. Then two 

cities for each region were selected. Third, cities were chosen for their unique patterns of 

historic development. A multitude of factors, including but not limited to local politics, 

geographic features, and cultures, all have influenced a variety of urban forms in the U.S. 

More importantly, these unique histories have determined the growth patterns of cities –

specifically, whether they grew in a more traditional, monocentric fashion, or in a more 

modern, sprawling fashion. Thus, above all else, the cities chosen were meant to reflect 
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the wide assortment of urban flavors in the U.S. More information about the study cities 

is available in Appendix B, which reveals years of incorporation and historic events that 

collectively point to their variety.   

Data 

The extent of polycentricity within and the accompanying bid-rent gradients for 

these 10 cities was determined using a spatial analysis with Geographic Information 

Software (GIS). For this analysis, publicly available data pertaining to employment and 

residential rents was used. Block group data was derived from the 2000 decennial U.S. 

Census SF3 database (Minnesota Population Center 2011)1. Three kinds of data were 

required for this analysis; 1) place of work (POW) for workers 16 years and older, 2) 

median contract rent, and 3) shape files for each city’s respective geography. Place of 

work refers to the geographic location where people are occupied, and median contract 

rent refers solely to the monthly cost of a residential unit, independent from other housing 

related payments such as utilities (U.S. Census Bureau 2000).  Block group data was 

chosen because the geography was at the smallest scale available. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Although American Community Survey (ACS) data from the 2010 Census was available, the statistical 
reliability of the 2000 Census methodology was preferred for the purposes of this paper. As noted by 
other authors, there are very common problems associated with using ACS data for small geographic 
areas which this paper aimed to avoid (e.g. U.S. Government Accountability Office 2004). 
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Overview of Methodologies 

Four major tasks had to be completed for the entire analysis. First, for each city, 

employment centers had to be identified. Second, a theoretical bid-rent curve reflective of 

Alonso’s bid-rent theory had to be constructed. Third, bid-rent curves for each city were 

constructed using a single employment center under the Alonso framework. Fourth, bid-

rent curves for each city were constructed using the total employment centers within each 

unique city. The following sections draw out each individual process. 

 

Identifying Employment Centers  

The method used to identify employment centers differs from previous studies. 

Past authors used benchmarks for employment density anywhere between 8 employees 

per acre (Bogart and Ferry 1998) to 20 employees per acre (Small and Song 1994), and 

total employment anywhere from 7,000 employees (Giuliano and Small 1991) to 50,000 

employees to a study area (Gardner and Marlay 2013). These benchmarks have been 

shown to change dramatically between the area of study, and also depending on other 

factors such as the scale of each study. In order to effectively identify areas of high 

economic activity, this study used two concurrent benchmarks that would a) accurately 

locate specific block groups with high economic activity, and b) account for the unique 

makeup of each individual study city. Two conditions – a high number of Total Jobs, and 

a high Employment Density relative to all city block groups – would qualify block groups 

as employment centers.  

Identifying employment centers for each city was completed in two steps. First, 

data for place of work and median contract rents in each block group were joined to the 
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corresponding block group shape files. Second, defining criteria for employment centers 

in each city were made based upon benchmarks for employment density and total 

employment. In order to account for each city’s unique form, the benchmarks were based 

upon the standard deviations (σ) of the block group totals for employment density (ed) 

and total employment (te) rather than set values.  

Benchmarks were set at +1.5σ Employment Density and +1.5 σ Total 

Employment for each city, respectively. Mathematically, this expression reads 

Ec = 1.5σed ∪ 1.5σte,  

where Ec represents a single employment center containing an intersection (∪) of +1.5σ 

Employment Density and +1.5 σ Total Employment. Standard deviations were multiplied 

by 1.5 to attempt to draw out areas that were in the top quartile of the normal distribution 

of Employment Density and Total Employment. Thus the identified employment centers 

would contain a high number of jobs and also a higher employment density relative to the 

rest of each city’s block groups, respectively.  

It is important to note that before calculating σed and σte, all block groups with an 

area x < 1 acre were removed. This decision was made in an attempt to remove data from 

being skewed by sliver polygons in the shape files. One acre was determined to be a 

valuable benchmark to prevent a significant distortion of employment densities in cities. 

For example, without this calibration, σed for Oklahoma City = 701,761.20 employees per 

square mile – a preposterous value.  
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Creating a Theoretical Curve 

 In order to effectively compare the real distribution of rents in the study cities, a 

theoretical curve had to be constructed for comparison. Alonso (1960) argued that 

consumers would seek out a point of equilibrium between costs of land and costs of 

transport in order to maximize their individual utilities. As such, a simple curve reflective 

of the original bid-rent theory was created by setting values for price as a decreasing 

function of distance from the city center. The theoretical curve begins at distance ‘0’ at a 

price of $1000, and decreases as a direct result of increasing distance. As such, at 

distance ‘1’ the price will be $500, at distance ‘2’ the price will be $333.33, and so on.  

This curve, as will be shown in the “Results” section, is a very simplified version 

of Alonso’s theory and is meant to serve a comparative purpose when discussing the real 

bid-rent curves in the study cities. Alonso (1960) assumed a single city center on a 

featureless plane with ubiquitous transportation; creating the theoretical curve in this 

manner reflects these conditions while also bearing in mind the assumption of utility 

maximization. This curve was not fit to each city, but rather is meant as a visual aid for 

understanding how the real curves compare and contrast to the theoretical patterns.   

 

Creating Bid-Rent Curves in the Alonso Framework 

In order to create the bid-rent curves based upon the relationship posed by 

Alonso, a single employment center was first identified. From the full set of identified 

employment centers found earlier in Step 1, the employment center with the highest 

median contract rent was selected as the principle center from which the curve would 

start.  
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After identifying the primary employment center, a multi-ring buffer was 

generated in one-mile increments from this center of employment. One-mile increments 

are used based upon the precedent of prior studies; for example, Yinger (1979) also used 

one-mile increments in his analysis of two Midwestern cities. The distance of each block 

group’s center from the local center of employment was then found by joining the buffer 

results to the block group centroids. The resulting bid-rent curves were created by 

averaging the values for median contract rent of each centroid within each one-mile 

increment2. To be clear, centroids were plotted for all block groups in each respective 

city, and then all centroids falling within each buffer increment were averaged to reveal 

the general trend of rents at specific distances from the primary employment center. 

Figure 5 below demonstrates this process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Illustration of bid-rent methodology for analysis under Alonso’s assumptions. 

All centroids within a respective one-mile increment were averaged to show the general 

pattern of rents with regard to distance from the primary employment center (shown in 

black). For example, there is one centroid containing a median rent of $900 located in the 

one-mile range. Thus the average is $900. At the two-mile range, there are three centroids 

containing an average medina rent of $700.   

 

                                                           
2 These calculations excluded all block groups with a null-value for median contract rent.  

1 mile 2 miles 

$700 

$650 
$900 

$750 
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Creating Bid-Rent Curves in a Polycentric Framework  

The prior method of creating bid-rent curves ignores other employment centers 

identified in Step 1. Thus a second strategy for creating bid-rent curves that incorporates 

multiple employment centers was designed. This strategy follows the contention made by 

Papageorgiou and Casetti (1971) that irrespective of the rank or magnitude of an 

economic center, people will locate nearest to the center within their own particular 

means. From this concept of economic rationality, it is inferred that the employment 

centers identified in Step 1 can accurately reveal the cumulative trends across each study 

city. The methodology for selecting employment centers was not drawn out to include 

specific categories and sub-categories of employment centers; however, assuming the 

same influence of each employment center will work well for the purpose of looking at 

an overarching bid-rent curves in a polycentric framework. This strategy also assumes 

ubiquitous transportation, and a city characterized by rational consumers.   

To account for multiple areas of employment, the fourth analysis involved 

treating each employment center equally. Rather than using a single employment center 

as in Step 3, a multi-ring buffer was made for Step 4 using the location of every 

employment center as a starting point. To be clear, the buffers began simultaneously from 

each identified employment center. One-mile increments were used for consistency, and 

the resulting curves were made by averaging the values for median contract rent of within 

each one-mile increment for all employment centers3. For example, Figure 6 represents a 

situation with three employment centers.  

 

                                                           
3 These calculations excluded all block groups with a null-value for median contract rent.  
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Figure 6: Illustration of bid-rent methodology under polycentric assumptions. All 

centroids within a respective one-mile increment from every employment center (shown 

in black) were averaged to show the general pattern of rents cumulatively across each 

city. For example, there are two centroids within the one-mile range that together average 

$900. At the two-mile range, there are four centroids containing an average medina rent 

of $750   

  

Prior to the GIS analysis, descriptive socioeconomic statistics were taken from the 

U.S. 2000 Census to capture relevant residential, economic, and geographic information. 

Appendix A gives the total employment, number of block groups, total area covered, and 

average block group size for each city.  
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Hypothesis 

With respect to testing the study cities in the Alonso framework, the bid-rent 

curves are expected to either conform to or deviate from the theoretical trend depending 

on their individual morphology. Generally speaking, the older and more traditionally 

developed cities with monocentric form were expected to have bid-rent curves showing a 

negative relationship between price and distance from a CBD consistent with the Alonso 

framework.   

Baltimore and Boston are two cities with strong colonial influences upon city 

structure, and have grown much more compactly than other study cities. As such, the area 

that both cities encompass is much smaller than other cities, and implies that employment 

must be more concentrated than in other cities (see Appendix A for more information). 

Similarly, Milwaukee and Seattle are both significantly smaller in area than other study 

areas, and are expected to have more concentrated employment. It can be reasonably 

inferred that this concentration of employment points towards a bid-rent distribution 

where price is highest at the CBD, and will decrease consistently as distance increases. 

Portland is also expected to have a curve closely reflecting Alonso’s curve because of a 

different factor – the city’s growth boundary. The growth-boundary of Portland is a land-

use control meant to keep urban development within specific boundaries. As such 

employment is also expected to be more concentrated in Portland and thus dictate a bid-

rent curve similar to monocentric cities like Baltimore and Boston. Appendix B incudes 

more information about the study cities.   

Conversely, cities with large land-coverage indicative of sprawl are expected to 

deviate more from the theoretical curve posed by Alonso. Specifically, these cities are 
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expected to exhibit an effect of sub-centering. Berry (1963) spoke to this notion when he 

described the four levels of commercial activity within a city. Likewise Gardner and 

Marlay (2013) found evidence of sub-centering across urban regions, but at a much more 

macro scale.  Given the sprawling form of geographically larger cities, it is expected that 

the curve will not be a smooth gradient; rather, it is predicted that there will be slight 

upticks at points indicative of sub-centering. This sort of ‘rise-and-fall’ or wave-like 

pattern is expected throughout polycentric cities, which are characterized by more 

scattered and ambiguous employment centers. Cities that have developed in more recent 

years and containing lower densities are expected to exhibit these ‘rise-and-fall’ patterns. 

Examples of cities that are expected to produce bid-rent curves that deviate significantly 

from the theoretical line with these sub-centers are Denver, El Paso, Las Vegas, 

Oklahoma City, and Tucson.  

With respect to testing the bid-rent curves in a polycentric framework, it is 

expected that all cities will be characterized by bid-rent curves very closely following the 

theoretical model. This is because the methodology employed is meant to draw out the 

cumulative effect of all employment centers on rental prices. This model assumes that 

employment centers are equal in influence; regardless of the size or scale, local users 

locate themselves according to the employment center that best meets their needs 

(Papageorgiou and Casetti 1971).  

It is then hypothesized cities that will be characterized by higher rents located 

within employment centers, and a negative relationship between rental price and distance 

from those employment centers will exist. To be clear, monocentric and polycentric cities 

– regardless of the number of employment centers – will both have bid-rent gradients 
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reflective of a negative relationship between price and distance from employment centers. 

As distance from these economic centers increases, residential rent will decrease and 

vice-versa. The combining of all employment centers is expected to reflect a negative 

relationship between price and distance across the entire landscape of each unique city.  

The cities were also expected to exhibit particular qualities typical of either 

monocentric or polycentric form. Monocentric cities were expected to contain a high 

number of employment centers located near one another, a large number of the total 

workforce within those centers, and bid-rent curves similar to the hypothetical gradient. 

Polycentric cities were expected to have fewer employment centers scattered throughout 

the landscape and a fewer percentage of the total workforce within those centers, yet still 

offer bid-rent curves similar to the hypothetical gradient. Table 3 synthesizes the 

predictions made.   
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City Assumed 

Form 

Hypothesized Characteristics Expected Curve in 

Alonso Framework  

Expected Curve in 

Polycentric 

Framework 

Baltimore Monocentric Many employment centers in close 

proximity; many workers within centers 

Highest rent at CBD; 

smooth, negative curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

Boston Monocentric Many employment centers in close 

proximity; many workers within centers 

Highest rent at CBD; 

smooth, negative curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

Denver Polycentric Few employment centers scattered 

across landscape; few workers  

Highest rent at local 

employment center; sub-

centering effect of curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

El Paso Polycentric Few employment centers scattered 

across landscape; few workers 

Highest rent at local 

employment center; sub-

centering effect of curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

Las Vegas Polycentric Few employment centers scattered 

across landscape; few workers 

Highest rent at local 

employment center; sub-

centering effect of curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

Milwaukee Monocentric Many employment centers in close 

proximity; many workers within centers 

Highest rent at CBD; 

smooth, negative curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

Oklahoma 

City 

Polycentric Few employment centers scattered 

across landscape; few workers 

Highest rent at local 

employment center; sub-

centering effect of curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

Portland Monocentric Many employment centers in close 

proximity; many workers within centers 

Highest rent at CBD; 

smooth, negative curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

Seattle Monocentric Many employment centers in close 

proximity; many workers within centers 

Highest rent at CBD; 

smooth, negative curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

Tucson Polycentric Few employment centers scattered 

across landscape; few workers 

Highest rent at local 

employment center; sub-

centering effect of curve 

Smooth, negative curve 

Table 3: Summary of hypotheses for each study area.  
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CHAPTER 5  

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

Identified Employment Centers 

Before preceding to a discussion of the bid-rent curves generated, this section will 

begin with a discussion of the employment centers identified. First, a significant number 

of employment centers were identified. Under the parameters specified in the 

methodology, the number of identified centers ranged from 3 to 54. As such, the number 

of jobs contained within these identified employment centers also had a significant 

variance, ranging from only 2.08% of the total employment in El Paso to as much as 

18.50% of the total employment in Boston. Table 4 below summarizes the information 

about the employment centers identified, including the total number of centers, thresholds 

for discovery, and jobs within the total employment centers.  

 

City +1.5σ Total 

Employment 

Threshold 

+1.5σ 

Employment 

Density 

Threshold 

Number of 

Identified 

Employment 

Centers 

Number of 

Jobs 

Contained in 

Employment 

Centers 

Percentage 

of Jobs 

Contained in 

Employment 

Centers  

Baltimore 460 7432.04 51 34,595 13.87% 

Boston 650 17,572.83 54 51,502 18.50% 

Denver 741 6,121.75 45 44,775 16.07% 

El Paso 783 13,023.29 3 4,590 2.08% 

Las Vegas 840 7,297.94 11 14,840 6.76% 

Milwaukee 812 17,730.29 9 10,007 3.88% 

O.K.C. 765 10,937.48 6 6,501 2.42% 

Portland 840 27,862.17 7 13,802 4.55% 

Seattle 681 8,567.41 51 49,021 15.50% 

Tucson 809 12,619.16 4 5,940 2.46% 

Table 4: Summary of GIS results. 

 

 Several generalizable patterns were found. Geographically, Eastern cities 

exhibited much more clustered sets of employment centers. Baltimore and Boston both 
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had over 50 identified employment centers, accounting for 13.87% and 18.50% of their 

total workforces, respectively.  

Moving West, the number of employment centers identified markedly dropped. El 

Paso and Tucson were found to only have 3 and 4 employment centers, respectively. 

Outliers to this trend were Denver and Seattle, which similar to Baltimore and Boston 

had not only a high number of employment centers (45 and 51, respectively), but also   

had more concentrated clusters of employment centers adjacent to one another.  

The bid-rent curves varied greatly throughout the study areas. Boston was found to 

have the calculated curve most similar to the hypothetical gradient, with the highest rent 

being paid within the employment centers at distance ‘0’ and a fairly consistent decline as 

a function of distance. Some Western cities actually exhibited positive bid-rent gradients, 

existing in direct opposition to the hypothetical gradient.  

Employment centers had great variation in location and grouping. As previously 

mentioned, the number of employment centers identified based on the given thresholds 

ranged from 3 to 54. In some cities, the employment centers are clustered to some extent 

and had contiguous boundaries. Baltimore, Boston, Denver, and Settle all contain block 

groups meeting the employment center criteria also located adjacent to other eligible 

block groups. This can be reasonably inferred to show larger aggregate areas of more 

intense commercial uses, e.g. a downtown or large manufacturing district. Conversely, 

the employment centers for El Paso, Las Vegas, Milwaukee, Oklahoma City, Portland, 

and Tucson are not contiguous and instead suggest isolated areas of more intense 

commercial use, such as a shopping mall or office park. The clustered effect found within 
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Baltimore, Boston, Denver, and Seattle points towards a monocentric form with a 

dominant employment sector.  

There was significant variation in employment density thresholds from city to city, 

which may have implications for the final outcomes. Central to this GIS analysis was the 

range of the benchmarks used to find each city’s respective employment centers. The 

lowest value that served as a minimum threshold was that of Denver, at 1.5σed = 

6,121.75; the highest was Portland, at 1.5σed = 27,862.17. Because the employment center 

criteria was two-pronged, parts of Portland with high total employment figures may have 

been excluded simply because these block groups also occupied larger areas. The same 

may be true of other cities with higher employment density thresholds such as Milwaukee 

(17,730.29), El Paso (13,023.29) and Tucson (12,619.16).  

However, overall these possibilities do not hold much weight. Boston, for example, 

contained the third highest threshold for employment density (17,572.83) yet still was 

characterized by a large amount of employment centers containing a large amount of the 

city’s total jobs.  

Figure 7 on the following page indicates an extremely insignificant correlation 

between the density threshold set and the number of employment centers identified in 

each city.  
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Figure 7: Correlation between employment density thresholds and number of 

employment centers identified. R2 = 0.1628, indicating an extremely weak relationship 

between the two findings.  

 

 

This variation could then perhaps be attributed to two causes: a) large differences in 

average block group sizes, or b) smaller polygons not removed during the methodology. 

The first option appears important to consider, since the calculated employment densities 

of each block group are directly related to the size of each block group. However, as 

shown in Figure 8, there was also not much correlation between the average block group 

size and the number of employment centers identified.  
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Figure 8: Correlation between average block group size and number of employment 

centers identified. R2 = 0.3572, indicating a weak relationship between the two findings.  

 

It is then possible that removing geographies of less than one acre did not fully 

account for ‘sliver polygons’ in the analyses. It may be that in some cities, block groups 

with much smaller areas compromised the employment density benchmarks. Portland, for 

example, was very surprising in that all of the identified employment centers were 

located on the outskirts of the city boundaries, adjacent to auxiliary cities and towns not 

pictured. This finding was most likely due in large part to the benchmark set for Portland 

employment centers, 1.5σed = 27,862.17. The Portland value was much greater than other 

city benchmarks (see Table 4), and perhaps this exemplifies why the selections of 

employment centers for some cities were so outlying. Nevertheless, this methodology 

applied the same process to each study area and allows for a rigorous analysis of the bid-

rent curves produced. Figures 9 – 13 show all results. The figures below show the 

employment centers, rents, and corresponding bid-rent curves. They are also compared to 

an unfit theoretical curve for illustrative purposes. 
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Figure 9: Baltimore and Boston results. The maps reveal the locations of employment centers and changes in median contract 

rent. The graphs illustrate final computations of the theoretical (black), Alonso (orange), and polycentric (blue) bid-rent curves.  
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Figure 10: Denver and El Paso results. The maps reveal the locations of employment centers and changes in median contract 

rent. The graphs illustrate final computations of the theoretical (black), Alonso (orange), and polycentric (blue) bid-rent curves.  
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Figure 11: Las Vegas and Milwaukee results. The maps reveal the locations of employment centers and changes in median 

contract rent. The graphs illustrate final computations of the theoretical (black), Alonso (orange), and polycentric (blue) bid-

rent curves.  
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Figure 12: Oklahoma City and Portland results. The maps reveal the locations of employment centers and changes in median 

contract rent. The graphs illustrate final computations of the theoretical (black), Alonso (orange), and polycentric (blue) bid-

rent curves.  
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Figure 13: Seattle and Tucson results. The maps reveal the locations of employment centers and changes in median contract 

rent. The graphs illustrate final computations of the theoretical (black), Alonso (orange), and polycentric (blue) bid-rent curves. 
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Bid-Rents in the Alonso Framework 

The first test of the ten study cities under the Alonso framework produced a series 

of results showing a wide range of variance from the predicted curve. Primarily, two 

overarching trends can be seen. The first is that only two cities – Baltimore and Boston – 

produced a curve more closely related to the theoretical curve. In Boston and Baltimore, 

the real bid-rent curves indicated a general pattern of decreasing rents as a function of 

increasing distance from the employment centers. Moreover, the clustering of contiguous 

employment centers infers a larger CBD in both cities – a finding that confidently meets 

the hypothesis for these two cities. However, all other study cities showed very unique 

trends indicating a variety of conditions in urban rental distributions. Thus, the hypothesis 

that monocentric cities would yield bid-rent curves that smoothly decline as a function of 

distance has been shown to be mostly incorrect. 

Secondly, many cities yielded bid-rent curves that strongly indicate sub-centering 

of employment. Additionally, this phenomenon was observed in monocentric and 

polycentric cities. Thus the hypothesis that polycentric cities would contain employment 

and residential patterns described by sub-centering has been shown to be correct. 

Moreover, the sub-centering phenomenon is not exclusive to polycentric cities.  

Baltimore and Boston showed the closest relation to the plotted theoretical curve. 

Perhaps this trend is best attributed to the form of the two cities. Both have established 

downtown cores along waterfronts, and given the older nature of Baltimore and Boston 

the economic significance of the downtown was expected. As such the identified primary 

employment centers commanded the highest rents of each city, and rents decreased as a 

function of distance as shown in Figure 9. It is interesting to note that after a very sharp 
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drop from the rent at the primary employment center, Baltimore’s rents began to rise 

steadily towards the edge of the study field. These trends perhaps indicate to phenomena: 

1) a concentration of marginalized groups at very close proximity to the urban core, and 

2) a rise in price closer to suburban employment nodes. Similarly, there was a small rise-

and-fall pattern seen in Boston’s bid-rent curve. This points towards a sub-centering 

effect about 5 miles away from the primary employment center.  

Denver, Las Vegas, Portland, Seattle, and Tucson showed wave-like patterns in 

their respective bid-rent gradients. Denver, Las Vegas, and Tucson all exhibited trends 

that supported the hypothesis that polycentric areas would show a sub-centering effect. 

For example, in Figure 10 Denver shows signs of sub-centering at miles 4 and 8, where 

the rent move upwards and creates a new peak of rent. In Figure 11, Las Vegas there are 

clear upticks in rent at miles 6, 11, and 17 miles relative to the primary employment 

center. Again, what these upticks points towards are lower-order centers of employment. 

Although these areas may not command as high of rents as the primary employment 

center, they may still be areas of higher employment and intensive commercial activity.  

It was more surprising to observe the sub-centering effect in Portland and Seattle. 

Rather, Portland and Seattle were thought to be monocentric in form, and thus were 

expected yield bid-rent curves more aligned with Alonso’s theoretical curve. However, 

the employment centers identified in Portland pointed more towards scattered and 

ambiguous center of employment, and as such rental prices were observed to be more 

spread out through the city. The peaks of rent observed in Figure 12 at distances of 5, 9, 

and 13 miles relative to the primary employment center point towards a dispersion of 

employment throughout Portland. Although Seattle’s employment centers were much 
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more concentrated, the city was still found to contain more explicit sub-centering than 

other monocentric cities, as depicted in Figure 13. There are very well-defined peaks of 

rent in Seattle at distances of 4 and 11 miles – the former perhaps implying an occurrence 

of neighborhood shopping centers or office areas, and the latter perhaps indicative of 

suburban employment centers.  

El Paso and Milwaukee presented arguably the strangest sets of bid-rent curves 

that did not meet the hypotheses whatsoever. El Paso, for example, was expected as an 

assumed polycentric city to exhibit a widespread rise-and-fall pattern of rents throughout 

the city. Interestingly, El Paso yielded a sort of plateau in rent between distances 7 and 10 

miles, which can be seen in Figure 10. The prices within this range of distances had little 

fluctuation – between a high of $548.63 and a low of $506.60 – and coupled with the 

flatter composition of the entire bid-rent curve, points towards a large amount of 

employment ambiguity in El Paso. Milwaukee also yielded a much flatter bid-rent curve 

overall, but also showed a kind of valley effect shown in Figure 11. At a distance of 7 

miles, rent was observed at its lowest point in the entire city. Going either direction from 

this point of the bid-rent curve results in an increase in rent, which is indicative of 

potential mobility issues for marginalized residents. This concept will be further drawn 

out in the discussion.  

 

Bid-Rents in the Polycentric Framework 

 Having examined the results of the analysis under Alonso’s monocentric 

assumptions, this section will examine the results of the cities studied within a 
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polycentric framework. With respect to the second GIS analysis, the ten sample cities 

exhibited a wide variety of conditions, as shown by the calculated bid-rent curves.  

It was hypothesized that by summarizing the cumulative impact of employment 

centers on rental distributions under the assumptions based off of work by Papageorgiou 

and Casetti (1971), the bid-rent curves would closely align with the theoretical curve 

posited by Alonso (1960). Again, because the employment centers were assumed to have 

equal impact on local residential populations, the bid-rent curves were expected to reflect 

decreasing rental prices as a function of increasing distance from the combination of 

employment centers. This hypothesis was proven wrong by the results.  

Only two cities – Baltimore and Boston – were fairly consistent with the stated 

hypothesis. Figure 9 shows the bid-rent curve for Baltimore and Boston, and reveals both 

of them to be structured quite similarly to the curves calculated in the monocentric 

framework of Alonso. The Baltimore employment centers contained the highest rents in 

the city, and as distance increased rent generally decreased until reaching locations 3 

miles away from the centers. Likewise, Boston employment centers contained the highest 

rents, and the curve decreased as a function of distance until the 4 mile marker.  

These peaks infer another level of sub-centering seen in the results from the first 

analysis. Even though the second test encapsulated the cumulative rents of employment 

centers, the bid-rent curve generated indicates even lower levels of sub-centering. Rather 

than a neighborhood shopping center or small office area, these peaks may speak to 

heavy intersections with heightened economic activity – not to the extent of the major 

employment centers, but still impactful enough to seriously alter the pattern of rental 
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distributions in each city. This inference fits well with the findings of Berry (1963) and 

again speaks to the impact of proximity to employment upon residential location. 

To a certain extent, the bid-rent curve for Denver also reflects this relationship, as 

the curve decreases from mile 1 until mile 5, where a huge spike in rent occurs. However, 

as shown in Appendix C, only one block group was found in the 5-mile range for Denver 

in this second analysis, and so this spike can be seen as an extreme outlier. The same is 

true for Baltimore, where at a distance of 6 miles, a huge spike is seen. Ignoring these 

outliers suggests that Denver and Baltimore maintain a relationship between rent and 

distance from employment centers consistent with Alonso’s theory – even though both 

cities were shown to have sub-centers of economic activity in the first analysis. The same 

can be said with regard to Boston.   

However, most cities revealed strikingly different patterns, with many other 

implications. For example, Las Vegas and Seattle actually yielded positive relationships 

between rent and distance. To be clear, as distance from the cumulative employment 

centers increased, so too did rent. In Las Vegas, there was a clearly evident trend showing 

a rise in rent as distance from the employment centers increased until mile 7, where a 

peak perhaps indicates another sub-center. This is closely related to observations of the 

bid-rent curve in Seattle. The Seattle curve yielded two separate instances of nearly 

identical fall-and-rise patterns of residential rents – the direct opposite of findings from 

the first analysis.  

This seemingly ‘reverse’ trend in residential patterns seen in Las Vegas and 

Seattle perhaps point to the ‘paradox of urban cities’ described by Alonso (1960). In 

these two cases, residential rents were at their lowest near employment centers and 
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inferred sub-centers. There is a good chance that this finding illustrates the reliance on 

proximity to work by marginalized groups that can only afford so much rent. The 

discussion section will elaborate upon this point further.  

Above all else, most cities were actually characterized by more even distributions 

of rent across the entire urban landscapes. The bid-rent curves generated for El Paso, 

Milwaukee, Oklahoma City, Portland, and Tucson in the polycentric framework had 

much less variance and evidence of sub-centering than the other five study cities. For 

example, the residential rents in Oklahoma City between miles 3 and 9 showed little 

variation along such a wide space, staying between $401.80 and $454.30. Likewise, 

residential rents in Milwaukee only fluctuated between $429.48 and $523.00 across miles 

the entire city. Perhaps what this trend is showing is a smoothing of the bid-rent curve in 

polycentric cities. If people truly do find employment centers that fit their own utilities as 

Papageorgiou and Casetti (1971) contended, then maybe polycentricity enables people to 

seek out locations more on par with their level of need. This point will also be elaborated 

upon in the discussion.  

Another notable observation from the results of the second analysis is the 

similarity of the bid-rent curves generated to the curves of the first analysis. Boston has 

nearly identical curves in both cases. El Paso is also strikingly similar, even showing a 

similar plateau effect discussed in the results of the first analysis. Milwaukee’s second 

bid-rent curve retained the same sort of valley pattern as in the first analysis, and the two 

bid-rent curves for Oklahoma City, Portland, and Tucson follow one another very 

closely. This is perhaps more of a mathematical coincidence than anything more 

fantastical. El Paso, Milwaukee, Oklahoma City, Portland, and Tucson all had less than 
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ten identified employment centers, and so it can be reasonably inferred that the lack of 

variance from the first analysis under the monocentric assumptions could contribute to 

the similarity in bid-rent curves.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Discussion of Results 

 The textbook understanding of planning is that there are three key tenets or pillars 

of the profession. These pillars are ecology, economy, and equity (Wheeler and Beatley 

2009). When contemplating how to best serve communities, planners have to be 

considerate of a myriad of factors regarding the built environment. One of the principle 

factors is to consider where people live. People that are often motivated by free market 

forces and their own ways and means may be more inclined to ignore the discussion of 

equity. As such, planners conscious of the significance of the equity discussion have a 

responsibility to bring pertinent information into the public eye. In addition, planners 

must be considerate of why people live where they do; as has been shown, probably still 

the most important reason is for employment. This understanding resonates deeply with 

the need to truly be considerate of equitable housing in cities.  

Access to jobs has been shown to be a primary motivator for why people live 

where they do, especially with regard to at-risk, marginalized populations (Kain 1968; 

Cervero 1989; Wilson 1996). The American metropolis has dramatically changed from a 

core city with a dominant CBD (Alonso 1960; Murphy 1972) to a seemingly-ever 

expanding network of urban sub-centers (e.g. Garreau 1991; Lang 2003), and as result 

marginalized groups have to find ways to live and work in these changing environments. 

It would appear though that just as these groups have begun to actualize their American 

Dreams, suburbia is becoming a place with a growing condition of poverty as well 

(Kneebone et al. 2013).  
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The results of this experiment point to a few key considerations that planners need 

to be cognizant of when considering equitable housing in polycentric cities. The first is 

the issue of mobility between areas of employment. Some of the sample cities presented 

situations where real rental patterns closely reflect the theoretical model. Baltimore, 

Boston, and Denver were all typified by negative relationships between rental price and 

distance from center of employment. These findings more importantly stayed consistent 

in both analyses. The seven other cities examined revealed patterns of sub-centering that 

was expected in the hypothesis – yet the results changed dramatically when analyzed in 

the polycentric framework. 

Most of the study cities were characterized by less variance throughout the urban 

landscape in the second analysis; Seattle and Las Vegas were even typified by positive 

relationship between these factors. What these results point to is a necessity for planners 

to recognize the need to allocate equitable housing options for marginalized groups 

strategically throughout these cities. This is especially important when also considering 

that marginalized groups may be more and more removed from inner-cities as traditional 

CBD’s look to improve themselves (Birch 2009). When combined with the recent 

phenomenon of poverty escalating in the suburbs (Kneebone et al. 2013; Timberlake and 

Howell 2014), the significance of planning for marginalized people takes an even greater 

precedent.  

These implications are not entirely doom and gloom, however, because utilizing 

the bid-rent curve can help planners effectively measure where and how to provide for 

marginalized groups, especially with respect to jobs. This is because, first of all, 

movement along the curves is not one-way (Papageorgiou and Casetti 1971). Rather, 
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residents have the flexibility of moving across the curve to locations that best fit their 

needs. Stemming from this fact is the notion the sub-centering is critical for vibrant 

communities in polycentric cities. Planners do need to end all suburban development, nor 

force all new economic growth to take place in downtowns; rather, planners can focus on 

supporting sub-centering and local economies of scale. In this manner, planners can work 

to allocate adequate housing options for people that is also in close proximity to ideally 

multiple areas of employment. Cities like El Paso, Oklahoma City, and Milwaukee all 

reflect this trend in their bid-rent curves – the little variance in price as distance increases 

from the centers of employment indicate that there is room for sub-centered economic 

growth. The lack of sub-centering in areas like these should be seen as an opportunity not 

only for business interests, but also to provide work closer to where people live.  

Secondly, this bid-rent analysis speaks to the ‘paradox of urban cities’ quite 

succinctly, in that it actually reveals an important tenet of providing equitable housing – 

give marginalized people proximity. While this method tried – and failed miserably – in 

the form of public housing projects during the 1960’s – 1990’s, new measures for 

bringing at-risk groups closer to urban centers  - and thus closer to employment – are 

beginning to hold their own. This is especially important when considering that many 

measurement of poverty related to housing exclude other essential aspects of life (Stone 

2005).  

Planning wisely for marginalized groups to live closer to centers of employment 

does not need to involve huge changes to the urban landscape. Evidence of this can be 

drawn straight from the bid-rent curve. Looking at the curves of Seattle and Las Vegas, 

the lowest residential rents are seen at very close proximities to the employment centers. 
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This phenomenon is not necessarily because of inner-city poverty – it could also be the 

result of dedicated efforts by planners to strategically place affordable housing near to 

employment. Cities like Milwaukee, Oklahoma City, and Tucson that have opportunities 

for sub-centered development have an incredible opportunity to provide for marginalized 

groups as these areas improve economically. Even in cities such as Baltimore and Boston 

with a still vibrant and dominant CBD, sub-centering is evident and such groups can be 

afforded proximity to employment they may to have had before.  

 

Conclusion 

This thesis had three distinct purposes; first, to design and implement a 

standardized method of analysis to determine bid-rent curves for a number of study cities. 

The second was to examine variations in the shapes of bid-rent curves in the monocentric 

framework compared to Alonso’s theoretical curve. The third was to consider the 

cumulative effects of multiple employment centers – typical of polycentric form – upon 

the bid-rent curve. 

By setting benchmarks for identifying employment centers based upon each city’s 

unique character, this study revealed how the definition of an employment center can 

change dramatically from city to city. Nevertheless, doing so allowed for effective and 

independent analyses of bid-rent curves in both monocentric and polycentric frameworks. 

Though the results of this study may appear equivocal to some, there are many important 

considerations and speculations that can be made based upon the analysis. For example, 

considering residential patterns such as those seen in Las Vegas and Seattle – where a 

positive relationship between rent and distance was observed – affords planner an 
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opportunity to invent creative measures to ensure housing protection for marginalized 

groups. Likewise, considering current bid-rent curves in planning processes can 

potentially allow planners to more efficiently allocate public services based upon the 

needs of local residents.  

 Even with the mixed results of this experiment, examining the bid-rent curves of 

cities can still prove to be a worthwhile tool for planners. Plotting bid-rent curves in 

relation to employment zones help planners to ponder the equitable distribution of rental 

housing in U.S. cities Moreover, looking at the relationship of rental distributions can 

help planners effectively address questions related to affordability in housing and 

accessibility to work. These are two hotbed urban issues that will most likely be at the 

forefront of planning for many years as cities pursue infill development. 

 

Limitations 

 This experiment was limited in a few important regards. One limitation was that 

this experiment was only able to show bid-rent curves at a particular point in time. While 

using data from the 2000 Census was effective because of its scale, it is limited in a) its 

ability to reveal trends over time, and b) its ability to show the most up-to-date residential 

patterns. Future studies should look to consider changes to residential patterns and bid-

rent curves over time. By doing so, planner could directly address changes caused by 

actions such as urban renewal programs, gentrification, and other housing initiatives. 

Moreover, planners can see the effect of changing employment centers on local 

residential distributions.  
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 Another limitation was the extent to which the study cities were analyzed. Every 

one of these cities is an important regional center for adjacent suburban and rural 

communities. As described extensively by Garreau (1991), there is an agglomeration 

effect of these ‘edge cities’ and employment areas outside of the central cities. This 

analysis did not account for the larger scale metropolitan areas, as previous studies have 

(e.g. Garnder and Marlay 2013).  

 On a similar note, the number of cities was too small to be completely 

comprehensive. While the ten cities chosen did reflect a wide variety of conditions as 

hoped, it cannot be said with certainty that this sample could be used to draw out trends 

applicable to all American cities. Rather, the findings re-emphasize the importance of 

describing polycentricity and the consequential residential patterns in the context of each 

city.  

 Lastly, this analysis made a strong assumption in assuming both 1) the equal 

weight of the employment center in polycentric cites, and 2) the wide availability and 

equality of transportation. Realistic conditions in cities including traffic patterns, 

congestion, and modes of transit were ignored in order to strictly examine the relationship 

between rent and distance from employment centers. Extraneous factors such as these can 

play a pivotal role in consumers’ determination of where to live. Generally, cheaper 

transportation costs will give consumers greater choice in residential location. While this 

is an easily accepted condition, other models with more rigor can be built to determine 

the more precise contributions of these factors.  
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Extensions 

 Future studies on bid-rent curves and polycentricity should be diligent in 

recognizing the individual limitations of cities. For example, explicitly flushing out the 

influence of factors such as El Paso’s military bases or Portland’s wide ranging block 

group sizes would bolster research efforts by showing a dedicated understanding of local 

variables. While the method employed in this study was successful in providing a general 

framework for analysis, there are kinks that can be worked out. Taking into account 

factors unique to individual cities can help remove those kinks and add rigor to future 

research efforts.  

 Similarly, future studies should include variables and elements related to 

transportation, and should not assume ubiquitous transportation. Several authors 

discussed in the literature review aimed to incorporate transportation systems and 

patterns into their depictions of residential patters (e.g. Mills 1967; Yinger 1992). What is 

of particular interest is the direct influence of access to work on residential location. 

While this analysis spoke directly to proximity, in the modern world access may be a 

better metric as transportation technologies have been a reason for polycentric expansion 

in the first place (Knox and McCarthy 2005). This involves not only understanding what 

physical access (i.e. roads, bridges, etc.) is available to people, but also what methods of 

transportation are available to people.  

 Lastly, future studies should look to examine the weight of influence from each 

level of the different employment centers. The analysis used in this paper assumed equal 

attraction from each employment center on local users, and while this has provided good 

descriptive results, understanding the specific gravity or ‘pull’ of each separate type of 
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employment center would be prudent and worthwhile. The notion of sub-center 

typologies is important for planners to consider because not all employment centers offer 

the same sets of services (Berry 1963). If anything, the bid-rent curve can be used to draw 

out the significance of local employment centers on nearby residential populations, and 

be used also as a tool for economic development.  

 

Closing Remarks 

The suburbanization of poverty is a growing condition of serious concern to 

planners, especially with regard to how to allocate equitable housing opportunities near to 

employment.  Yet as these outer areas decline, central cities are improving. Historically, 

poorer, marginalized groups have lived in these central cities. But now with the decline of 

suburban residential options, these same people run the risk of moving too far away from 

accessible employment. So where are the American poor to live? This burgeoning 

question is ripe for exploration given these competing trends in urbanization. Consider 

the long-term effects of uncontrolled, polycentric expansion coupled with the continued 

renewal of older CBD’s creates serious uncertainty: what happens if jobs begin to return 

to urban cores en masse and these newly suburbanized groups find themselves suddenly 

trapped at the very edge of cities? 

On the surface, polycentricity would appear to be more supportive to 

marginalized groups. However, as shown in these analyses, an effective bid-rent analysis 

can potentially help planners ensure equitable opportunities for marginalized groups. The 

analyses of bid-rent curves in polycentric cities has revealed above all an opportunity for 

sub-center growth, as seen in sprawling cities like Oklahoma City and Tucson. 
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Additionally, planners can work to manipulate bid-rent curves to account for other factors 

aside from place of work. By more completely understanding the intricate relationships 

between place of residence and place of work, planners can advocate strategic, localized 

growth that works to benefit local residential populations and mitigate the threat of 

declining urban peripheries.  

Planners can use bid-rent curves to visualize the spatial relationship between 

place of work and place of residence. Imagery is a powerful mechanism that can solidify 

the rationale for wanting to implement affordable housing in specific areas. By revealing 

the locations that will not only provide marginalized groups a quality home, but more 

importantly access to jobs, planners can present more strategic affordable housing 

proposals to policy-makers and other stakeholders in cities. In totality, this process can 

help provide more thoughtful and supportive housing options for the people that most 

desperately need them. Planners can use bid-rent curves as justifications for a wide 

variety of urban housing strategies, such as floor-area requirement (FAR) variances for 

developers providing affordable housing and tax credits, to name a few. Of course, 

common barriers to affordable housing efforts such as ‘NIMBYism’ (Not in My Back 

Yard) may remain. Yet still, bringing back the bid-rent curve to the urban planning 

repertoire may prove to be a reasonable and prudent endeavor. The implications 

illustrated by these simple graphs are profound and far-reaching, and just may help to 

provide for residential equity in American cities.  
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APPENDIX A 

CITY STATISTICAL DESCRIPTIONS 

City Employment 

(workers 16+) 

Number of 

Block 

Groups 

Total Area 

(miles2) 

µ Block Group 

Area (miles2) 

σ Total 

Employment 

(workers 16+) 

σ Employment 

Density (workers 

16+/ mile2) 

Baltimore 249,373 710 81.21 0.114 215.98 3903.62 

Boston 278,463 545 49.91 0.092 276.19 11,712.69 

Denver 278,715 470 154.94 0.330 293.37 3,747.04 

El Paso 221,159 399 250.54 0.628 455.04 19,524 

Las Vegas 219,641 354 113.36 0.320 438.03 8,271.15 

Milwaukee 257,925 601 96.71 0.161 254.25 23,292.58 

Oklahoma 

City 

268,744 497 621.15 1.250 447.13 14,078 

Portland 303,708 459 145.37 0.317 355.58 39.581.16 

Seattle 317,326 570 84.84 0.149 246.12 5,381.30 

Tucson 241,623 424 195.09 0.460 475.54 17,115.66 

Source: U.S. Census 2000, SF3 File.  

Note: Statistics are true for analysis after removing all block groups with area x < 1 acre.
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APENDIX B 

CITY PROFILES 

Baltimore 

 Baltimore was established in the colonial period prior to the official formation of 

the United States and throughout history has served as a center for various industries. The 

city served primarily as a center for tobacco trade in the 1700’s, as a military hub during 

the Civil War, and currently maintains an important port located at the mouth of the 

Patapsco River. Given the older history and European influence on the city, Baltimore 

established a robust downtown core near the waterfront. Despite the geographic 

advantage of Baltimore and the established businesses, Baltimore experienced rapid de-

populations due to racial segregation and suburban development, especially in the 1990’s. 

As a result, Baltimore has worked extensively on many urban renewal projects totaling 

over $1 billion U.S. dollars (Baltimore: History 2006).  

Boston 

 Boston was officially designated in 1620 by Puritan settlers from England, and by 

1750 the town had grown to over 15,000 people. The city, which grew extensively 

because of its harbor and fishing industry, served as a focal point for the Revolutionary 

War – afterwards, the sea-based economy resumed its activity and Boston continued to 

grow in population. After a strong manufacturing core began to decline in the early 

1900’s, Boston experienced a dramatic decline in population coupled by a quickly 

diminishing tax base. To counter these trends, the city established the Boston 

Redevelopment Authority in 1957 and has since worked to retain the vibrancy of 

downtown. Boston today maintains a strong economy based on university and 
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technological groups, and its population has remained steady for some years (Boston: 

History 2006). 

Denver 

 Denver was founded in 1858 and officially incorporated as a city in 1861 – the 

result of an incredible influx of miners during the Colorado gold rush. Another silver rush 

during the 1880’s further grew the population, but when the metals industry collapsed the 

Denver economy diversified quickly. There especially was growth in federal and other 

governmental sectors, as Denver became the metropolitan hub of that region of the U.S. 

Like many U.S. cities, suburban development caused significant changes to Denver’s 

population, but it has since rebounded and continues to serves as a regional center of 

cultural and economic significance (Denver: History 2006).  

El Paso 

 Although the city was not officially incorporated until the late 1800’s, El Paso has 

roots dating back to the 16th century when then site was settled by Spanish missionaries. 

El Paso has emerged as a truly unique city, characterized by a shared boundary with 

Mexico and Ciudad Juarez, as well as heavy military presence – especially Fort Bliss, 

located in the center of the city boundaries. El Paso experienced tremendous population 

growth in the early 1900’s, but has not grown much since the 1980’s. More recently, the 

city was hurt by a myriad of political agreements and externalities, and the local economy 

has struggled to entirely rebound. Nevertheless, military expenditures and related 

activities make up a significant portion of El Paso’s economy (El Paso: History 2006). 
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Las Vegas 

 Las Vegas was incorporated as a city in 1911, a much later date than many of the 

other study cities, after serving for many years as a fortress for Western frontiersmen. 

The city boomed in the 1940’s and 1950’s with the legalization of gambling, and has 

since become arguably the premier entertainment city in the world. A vast majority of the 

city’s economy is tied to the famous Las Vegas Strip, but interestingly, the strip is not 

part of the City of Las Vegas jurisdiction. Even so, the city has grown tremendously over 

the past 30 years and, despite the economic recession of 2006, still maintains its allure 

(Las Vegas: History 2006).  

 

Milwaukee 

 Milwaukee’s history can be traced back to early days of Western expansion, when 

the area was used a trading post between local Native American tribes and pioneers. A 

heavy German influence during the mid-nineteenth centuries contributed greatly to the 

culture of the city during the ‘golden age’ of Milwaukee, during which the population 

exploded from 10,000 to 200,000 people. With modern advancements in technology, 

Milwaukee emerged as a major shipping and manufacturing hub, however the 1960’s and 

1970’s were a period of massive urban renewal projects that put freeways through the 

city center and removed historic homes. Despite the inner-city problems, Milwaukee has 

maintained a diverse economy and is one of the largest cities in the Midwest (Milwaukee: 

History 2006).  
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Oklahoma City 

 Oklahoma City was inhabited as a result of a massive influx of settlers moving 

West after the Native American removal. After rapid growth occurred in the city with the 

construction of new railroad lines, the city experienced a boom in the oil industry, which 

spurred further urbanization. The fast-paced land acquisitions set the historic conditions 

for expansive, sprawling growth. In the 1990’s, however, Oklahoma City faced a serious 

period of inner-city decline due to a real estate bust. Since then, the city has moved to 

bolster the economic base of the downtown, investing heavily in cultural and 

entertainment amenities while maintaining preservation efforts. (Oklahoma City: History 

2006). 

Portland 

 The city of Portland has experienced tremendous growth since the Alaskan Gold 

Rush, as its geographic location has helped it serve as a regional center for trade and 

agricultural services. Portland has been heralded for many of its more progressive 

policies regarding public transportation and environmental protection. In recent years, 

Portland has been especially highlighted for its growth-boundary plan, effectively 

limiting urban growth outside of the delineated city boundaries (Portland: History 2006) 

Seattle 

 Seattle was founded by groups of settlers who built sawmills to reap the benefits 

of the vast supplies of timber in the region. Since its inception, Seattle has taken great 

advantage of its local resources and geography. In the 1960’s Seattle became a hub for 

aerospace engineering, tourism, and entertainment. Its proximity to the Pacific Ocean and 
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Canadian border have also allowed the city to expand its trading opportunities, and as 

such the city has a well-established downtown and nearby port. In recent years, the city 

has also grown to incorporate high-tech firms to further diversify its employment base 

(Seattle: History 2006). 

Tucson 

 Tucson, one of the youngest cities of the study sample, has roots dating as far 

back as 2,000 years when Native communities were settled in the area. Since that time 

the city has been developed by the Spanish, Mexicans, and Americans. In the mid-

twentieth century, Tucson experienced unprecedented growth; from 120,000 in 1950 to 

over 200,000 in 1960. That growth has continued as Tucson has kept its status as a major 

tourist center, while also diversifying itself with amenities such as high-tech and 

aerospace industries (Tucson: History 2006). 
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APPENDIX C  

COMPLETE RESULTS OF BID-RENT ANALYSES 

City Distances 

(miles) 

Average Median Contract Rent (2000 Dollars) and Total 

Count  

  Alonso Framework Polycentric Framework 

Baltimore 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

968.00 (1) 

628.74 (27) 

388.86 (98) 

356.62 (171) 

407.40 (125) 

436.31 (95) 

454.64 (96) 

490.05 (66) 

509.56 (16) 

595.67 (3) 

527.72 (51) 

422.86 (398) 

393.48 (201) 

430.65 (43) 

415.60 (4) 

--------- 

850.00 (1) 

---------- 

---------- 

----------- 

Boston 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1438.00 (1) 

835.62 (71) 

698.80 (113) 

665.90 (118) 

747.93 (94) 

776.43 (74) 

745.95 (38) 

716.00 (24) 

693.22 (9) 

788.00 (1) 

959.66 (54) 

746.50 (219) 

640.93 (83) 

668.26 (56) 

736.30 (75) 

670.37 (35) 

673.50 (16) 

647.00 (5) 

---------- 

---------- 

Denver 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1142.00 (1) 

827.57 (14) 

764.68 (37) 

802.93 (40) 

812.90 (51) 

620.06 (67) 

522.00 (49) 

535.36 (56) 

628.44 (71) 

608.40 (47) 

701.79 (19) 

651.33 (6) 

1197.00 (2) 

610.53 (45) 

701.75 (199) 

660.97 (142) 

579.82 (69) 

608.00 (4) 

1125.00 (1) 

---------- 

---------- 

---------- 

---------- 

---------- 

---------- 

---------- 
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City Distance 

(miles) 

Average Median Contract Rent (2000 Dollars) and Total 

Count 

  Alonso Framework Polycentric Framework 

El Paso 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

439.00 (1) 

390.88 (16) 

405.28 (25) 

367.74 (38) 

352.05 (44) 

367.44 (50) 

471.47 (43) 

548.63 (46) 

506.60 (42) 

544.09 (32) 

514.93 (27) 

450.00 (18) 

400.20 (10) 

348.25 (4) 

362.00 (1) 

142.00 (1) 

358.66 (3) 

385.70 (17) 

426.31 (29) 

399.78 (47) 

443.54 (66) 

435.48 (75) 

509.92 (64) 

492.26 (41) 

457.83 (30) 

371.80 (15) 

395.14 (7) 

320.00 (2) 

362.00 (1) 

142.00 (1) 

---------- 

---------- 

Las Vegas 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1064.00 (1) 

1231.00 (1)  

1080.00 (8) 

964.83 (24) 

959.74 (23) 

1000.18 (34) 

857.28 (29) 

745.77 (39) 

752.74 (35) 

704.12 (25) 

733.39 (18) 

517.27 (22) 

542.05 (21) 

525.67 (18) 

578.13 (8) 

640.15 (13) 

746.80 (5) 

681.72 (11) 

791.15 (126) 

713.12 (99) 

788.18 (60) 

885.22 (18) 

921.40 (5) 

950.00 (1) 

1077.00 (1) 

950.00 (1) 

790.50 (2) 

---------- 

---------- 

---------- 

---------- 

---------- 

---------- 

--------- 
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City Distance 

(miles) 

Average Median Contract Rent (2000 Dollars) and Total 

Count 

  Alonso Framework Polycentric Framework 

Milwaukee 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

754.00 (1) 

534.55 (11) 

522.60 (35)  

481.56 (43) 

475.23 (57) 

450.09 (74) 

402.73 (82) 

371.28 (61) 

466.92 (88) 

496.71 (65) 

453.42 (31) 

521.96 (23) 

530.00 (20) 

527.00 (3) 

575.00 (1) 

584.00 (1) 

511.00 (9) 

486.22 (115) 

429.48 (192) 

462.04 (176) 

481.83 (92) 

484.27 (11) 

523.00 (1) 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

Oklahoma 

City 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

542.00 (1) 

800.00 (2) 

449.00 (1) 

584.33 (3) 

522.00 (4) 

451.17 (6) 

381.14 (7) 

525.40 (10) 

461.72 (25) 

479.72 (36) 

432.63 (38) 

389.23 (44) 

376.37 (63) 

408.95 (59) 

358.96 (53) 

373.36 (39) 

373.86 (22) 

571.42 (12) 

---------- 

454.66 (6) 

566.50 (4) 

380.57 (7) 

427.77 (9) 

427.53 (13) 

436.55 (18) 

412.90 (20) 

454.30 (36) 

415.38 (60) 

401.80 (77) 

360.73 (82) 

380.85 (63) 

405.05 (54) 

501.95 (20) 

482.07 (13) 

616.00 (3) 

630.50 (2) 

1450.00 (1) 

1625.00 (1) 
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City Distance 

(miles) 

Average Median Contract Rent (2000 Dollars) and 

Total Count 

  Alonso Framework Polycentric Framework 

Portland 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

893.00 (1) 

905.50 (2) 

795.88 (8) 

645.79 (19) 

646.08 (25) 

747.43 (23) 

580.80 (44)  

573.21 (67) 

625.38 (50) 

675.97 (71) 

597.61 (62) 

587.79 (52) 

603.58 (26) 

783.83 (6) 

540.33 (3) 

716.42 (7) 

659.29 (31) 

666.09 (61) 

607.04 (70) 

591.66 (71) 

566.86 (90) 

666.93 (87) 

667.75 (33) 

629.42 (7) 

579.00 (1) 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

Seattle  0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

1005.00 

771.47 

746.10 

751.42 

865.39 

795.13 

741.98 

645.43 

634.31 

642.55 

696.44 

917.50 

710.88 (51) 

758.34 (272) 

859.75 (102) 

678.10 (86) 

708.88 (52) 

850.50 (2) 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 
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City Distance 

(miles) 

Average Median Contract Rent (2000 Dollars) and Total 

Count 

  Alonso Framework Polycentric Framework 

Tucson 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

792.00 (1) 

638.33 (3) 

748.08 (12) 

616.86 (21) 

608.15 (27)  

573.10 (41) 

500.23 (60) 

511.37 (35)  

550.47 (38)  

419.44 (45) 

371.12 (49) 

420.31 (32)  

403.09 (22)  

480.26 (19) 

485.56 (9) 

-------- 

425.00 (1)  

431.00 (1) 

649.75 (4) 

477.90 (10) 

619.77 (26) 

516.10 (42) 

547.96 (56) 

510.93 (91) 

492.33 (80) 

447.72 (29) 

415.61 (18) 

363.93 (15) 

414.15 (18) 

446.15 (13) 

467.50 (8) 

385.50 (2) 

428.00 (2) 

---------- 

425.00 (1) 

431.00 (1) 

  

 

 


